
'S.I      `.tlN   THE    UNITED   STATES    BANKRUPTCY   COURT   FOR   THE    DISTRICT   OF   UTAH

.

IN   RE:

CENTRAL   DIVISION

********

)            Bankruptcy   No.    83A-0339l

spEz"csTEUIN#EFSH,RI#N¥c.,Debtor*.*'*,  *  *  *  *  *                        ee

MEMORANDUM   O'PINION
********

=±:ire rat.-#| ,.`
APPEARANCES:      Gary   E.   Jubber,   Fabian   a   Clendenin,    Salt   I,ake

City,   Utah,   for  the  debtor;   Carolyn  Montgomery,   Van  Cott,   Bagley,

Cornwall   &   Mecar-thy,   Salt   IIake   City,   Utah,    for   Arthur   Young   &

Company;    William   G.    Fowler,   Roe   &   Fowler,   Salt   I.ake  City,   Utah,

for  the  unsecured   creditors'   committee.

CASE    SUMMARY

This  matter  is  before  the  Court  on  the  verif ied  applicatioris

for  allowance  of  interim  compensation  filed  by  co-counsel   for  the

creditors.   committee,   the   accountant   for   the   debtor,   and   the

accountant   for   the   creditors'   committee.      The   Court   is  called

upon  to  decide   (1)   whether   compensation   for  prepetition   services

rendered   by   the  attorney     for  an  unofficial   creditors'   committee

and     the    ..accountant     for     the     debtor     is     allowable     as     an

administrative    expense   of   the   Chapter   11    case;    (2)    uhether

professional  persons  employed   pursuant   to   the   authorization  o£



`this   Court   are   limited   to  hourly  rates  charged  by  professionals

in  the  Salt   Lake  City,   Utah   area;   (3)   vihether   the  accountant   for  .

tbe   creditors'   committee   represents   an  interest  adverse  to  the

debtor's  estate   such   as   to  warrant   denial   of   all   con.pensation

sought;    and    (4)   whether   the   fees   and  costs   sought   are  otherwise

allowable.

FACTUAli   AND   PROCEDURAL   BACKGROUND

The  debtor,   Jensen-Parley  Pictures,   Inc.,   is   a   Utah   corpo-

ration   engaged   in   the   business   of   producing   and   distributing

motion  pictures.      In   the   Fall   of   1983,   the   debtor's   financi-al

situation   had   deteriorated   to   a   critical  point.   On  October  12,

1983,   the   debtor's   principals   and   financial   advisors   held   a

Tneeting   at   the   debtor's   New   York   City   office   with   its  largest

creditors    to    seek    their    cooperation   while    it    attempted    to

restructure    its   business.       The   creditors   present   organized

themselves   into  an   unofficial   committee  and   employed  TeitelbauITi   a

Gamberg,   P.C.,    a   New   York   City   law   firm,    as   its   coi]nsel.     The

debtor  paid  Teitelbaum  a  Gamberg   a  retainer  of  Slo,000.I

Teitelbaum  a  Gamberg's  First  Verified  Application  for  Allowance
of  Compensation  and  Reimbursemen.t  of  Expenses  does  not  disclose
the   date   upon   which   the   Slo,000   payment   was  made.
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The   debtor   requested   that   the  committee   recommend   a   tempo-

rary  moratorium  on  debt  collection  by  individual   creditors   while

it   attempted   a  nonbankruptcy  workout.     Members   were   informed   that

the   Salt   Lake   City,   Utah,   law  firm  of   Fabian   a   Clendenin  had   been

retained   and   would   file   a   Chapter   11   petition   if   necessary   in

order  to  forestall  creditor  action.

At   the   sam.e   time  as  the  meeting  with   its   largest   creditors,

the   debtor   employed   Arthur   Young   &   Company,   certified   public

accountants,   to   conduct   an   audit  of   its     books  and   records,   and

an  expanded  review  of  its   assets   and   liabilities   in   connection

with   the   effort  to  restructure   and  reorganize  the  business.2   -As

a   concession   for   recomTnending   the  rioratorium,   the   debtor   agreed

to   furnish   the  committee  with   all   information  produced  by  Arthur

Young   &   Company.      To   this   end   the   debtor   instructed   Arthur   Young

&   Company   to   communicate   and   work   directly   with   the   unofficial

committee.

During   the   uneasy   truce   with  -its   creditors,   the  committee

and   Teitelbaum   &   Gamberg   were   involved   in   negotiations   concerning

possible    acquisitions    of   or   mergers   with    the   debtor.       The

The  first  Verif led  Application  for  Allowance  of  Compensation  and
Reimbursement   o£   Expenses   by  Arthur   Young   a   Company   Shows   that
the   f irm   actually   commenced  performing   accounting  services  on
October   20,   1983.
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debtor's   efforts   toward   accomplishing   a   nonbankruptcy  wor`<out

were   unsuccessful.      On   December   30,1983,   the   debtor   filed   a

voluntary  petition  for  relief  under  Chapter  11.3

On   January    3,    1984,    i]pon    a-pplication    of    the    uno ff icia|

creditors'   committee,   the  Court   appointed  a  16-member  creditors'

committee,   consi§.ting  exclusively   of   the   former   members   of   the

unofficial    committee.        On    January    3,    1984,    the    Court    also

approved   the   employment   of  Teitelbaum   &   Gamberg   and   Roe   &   Fowler

as  co-counsel   for  the  creditors'   committee  and  Ernst   i  Whinney  as

its   accountant.      On   January   5,    1984,    the   Court    approved   -the

employment    of   Arth.ur   Young    a    Company    as    accountant    for    the

debtor.     An   Examiner  was   appointed   in   the   case   on  April   24,   1984,

to   "investigate   the   acts,    conduct    assets,    liabilit`ies,    and

financial   condition  of  the  debtor,   the  operation  of   the   debtor's

business,    and    the   desirability   of   the   continuation   of   such

business.,   and   any   other  matter   relevant   to   the   case   or   to   the

formulation   of   a  plan."     On  October   24,1984,   the  Examiner   filed

a    report   with    the   Court    based    on   his    investigation   of    the

For  every  Chapter  11  filed  by  a  commercial  business  entity,  there
----.- _  ---_ _  -_  _     _   _   _  ,_   _        ,a.re  numerous  nonbankruptcy  workouts.    See  Hearinqs  on
H.R.    8200    Before    the   S
Mach

bcomm.    on    IiEi
1ner

st
of   the

atelTient-6
Bank) .

Senate Comm.    on

S.2266   and
rovement Sin Judie

ert  J.  G r lmrn 1 g ,
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`business   and   f inancial   affairs   of   the   debtor.      The  Examiner's

report   concluded  that   .the  continuatiori  of  the  debtor's   business

is   impossible."4

Verified   applications   for   interim  colTipensation   and   reimburs-

ement   of   cases   were   filed   by  Teitelbaum   &   Gamberg,   Roe   &   Fowler,

Arthur   Young   a   Company,    and   Ern§t   a   Whinney   in   May,    1984.5   In

support  of  their   application   each   applicant   attached   an   item-

ization   setting  out  the  time  spent  and  services   rendered.     After

notice  to  parties  in  interest,   the  Court   received   an  objection

from   the   debtor   to   the   applications   of  Teitelbaum   a   Gamberg,

Ernst   a  Whinney,   and  Arthur   Young   a   Company.     the   debtor   objects

(I)   to   the   allowance   of   compensation   for   prepetition  services

performed   by   Teitelbaum   a   Gamberg   and   Arthur   Young   a   Companyj    (2)

Report   of  W.   I.aMonte   Robison,   Examiner,   at   ||19,   p.Il    (Oct.    24,
1984) .

The   applications   are   summarized   as   follows:

Applicant

Ernst   &   Whinney

Roe   &   Fowler

Teitelbaum   a
Gamberg

Arthur  Young   a
Colt,Pany

Period Flees   Sou ght     -Costs

Jan.    3,1984-           Sl8,905.00
May   3,    1984

Dec.    28,1983-         S15,885.50
Apr.    30,    1984

Sept.    20,1983-      $59,473.25
Apr.    27,    1984

0ct.16,1983-        $79,718.00
Apr.    18,    1984
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to   compensation   to   Teitelbaum   a   GaTnberg,   Ernst   &   Whinney   and

.Arthur  Young   a  Company  in  excess  of  the   rates   charged   in  the   Salt

liake   City   area;    (3)   to   the   allowance   of  ¥   fees   to   Ernst   &

Whinney   upon   the  grounds   that   the   accounting   firm     represents   an

interest   adverse  to  the  estate;   (4)   to  the  reasonableness   of   the

fees   sought   by  Teitelbaum   a   Gamberg,   even  when   applying  New  York

rates;   (4)   to  the  allowance  of  full  compensation  to  attorneys   for

routine   services  such  as  telephone  calls  and   correspc)ndence;   (6)

to    allowance     for    duplicative     services     by     attorneys     and

accountants;    (7)   to  the   .overuse"   of  senior  counsel   by  Teitelbaum

&   Gamberg;   and   (8)   to  the   allowance  of   certain   "overhead"   items

as .reimbursable   expenses.

On   June   14,1984,    a   hearing   was   held   to  consider   the   four

applications.     No  evidence  was  presented   in  suppc>rt   of  or   against

the   applications   but   the   Court   heard   the   arguments  of  counsel.

The   Court    took   the   matter   under    advisement    and    invited    the

parties   to  submit   simultaneous  memoranda.     The   Court   has   reviewed

the    applications    and    documentary    evidence    of    record,     the

pleadings   a-nd  papers  on  f ile  herein,   the  Tnemoranda  of  the  parties

in  support  of  their  respective  positions,   the  transcript  of  oral

argument,   and  the  pertinent  statutes,   rules  and  case  authorities,

and  now  renders   its  decision.
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a

EEfp£E±ti8iLE£E9=±e±±±±=LjJ±±j±±

The   majority   of   the   services   for   which   compensa€`€o.n   is

sought    by    Teitelbaum    a    Garnberg,     !.C.,     co-counsel    for.the

creditors'    committee,   and  Arthur  Your?g'  a   Company,   accoun.i.!nt   for

the   debtor,    was   performed   prior   tJJ  the'   commencement   .6-f    the

Chapter   11   case.     Nonetheless,   these   applicants   content   that

their   prepetition   fees   may   be   alloaTwed    as    an    administrative

expense   under   11   U.S.C.   §503(b)(3)   ant-(4).6      To   underst--anfd   this

provision  it   is  necessary  to  consider  idministf-ative   expenses   in

their  historical   context.                               at                 :   rz~.a-          :.`=

a! `'` .,,..                           C   .,

=±i±±±±!±±a±j±l±±gi±l±±±]z±JliEngT±n a .,t h e
•Sub S t -a n t i a I Cont ribution" Test

Section   503   deals  with  administrative  expenses   allowable   in

a  bankruptcy  case.      It   describes   six€kinds   of ,q.taims   th:t   are

entitled  to  a  first  priority  status  under  Section  507(a).   Section

:::inqiusetsrta::3eoefxpaelnlsoew:T=sofophraevpeetEieteinonrfJ:::Aa..n.d.C?.:i:_:s-i:
;;.;'€:.;;=[:;::::a:e:::cstemeemnstto°fhtar:I-::;Braa:£ksreudptfcnyaA:::£eig::
Chase ,.-. 124    F.753,    754    (1s+    rip      lan.`          ---..----------.    ~-uT`Ltit:riii'y   Ai=E.       1n   reF.753,   754   (lst   Cir.13903).     ±  text   foll6i;Ifi'g

infra_note  7,   infra.foot
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I,

503(b)(3}    and   (4)   permits   the   bankruptcy   court   to   allow   as   an'

administrative  expense  reasonable  compensation   for   professional

services   rendered   by   an   attc5rney   or   accountant   employed   by   a

creditor,   to   the   .extent   the   expense   falls   within   the   guides

described    in   that   section.   Section   503(b)(3)    and    (4)    read   as

follows:

(b)     After  notice   and  a  hearing,   there  shall   be  allowed
administrative   expenses,   other   than   claims   allowed   under
Section  502(£)  .of  this  title,   including  --

***

(3)     the     actual,      necessary     expenses,     other     than
compensation   and   reimbursement   Specified   in  paragraph   (4)   of
this  subsection,   incurred  by  --

(A)   a  creditor  that   files  a  petition  under  Section`303  of   this   titlej

(a)   a   creditor   that   recovers,   after   the  court's
approval,    for    the    benefit    of    the    estate    any
property  transferred  or  concealed  by  the  debtor;

(C)   a  creditor  in   connection  with  the   prosecution
of   a   criminal   of fense   relating  to  the  case  or  to
the  business  or  property  of  the  debtor;

(D)   a   creditor,   an   indenture   trustee,   an  equity
security   holder,    or    a    committee    representing
creditors   or  equity  security  holders  other  than  a
committee   appointed   under   section   1102   of   this
title,   in  making   a   substantial   contribution  in  a
case  under  chapter  9  or  11  of  this  title;   or

(E)    a   custodian   superseded   under   section   543   of
this  title,   and  compensation   for   the   services   of
such   custodian;

.(4)   reasonable   compensation  for  professional   services
rendered  by  an  attorney  or  an  accountant  of  an  entity  whose
expense   is   allowable  under  paragraph   (3)   of  this  Subsection,
based  on  the  time,   the  nature,   the  extent,   and   the  value  of

-8-



such   services,   and   the.  cost   of   comparable   service:  other
than   in   a   case   under   this   title,    and   reimbursement    for
actual,   necessary   expenses   incurred   by   such   attorney   or
account ant i

Subsection   (b)   is  derived  mainly   from  section  64a(I).  of  the

Bankruptcy   Act,   with   some   changes.      S.   Rep.   No.    95-989,    95th

Gong.,    2d    Sess.    66    (1978),1978    U.S.    Code-Gong.    i   Admin.    News,

p.5852.     The   language   is   relatively   clear;   it   permits   certain

creditors,    indenture    trustees,    or   unofficial    committees    to

receive   as   an   administrative   expense   their   actual,   necessary

expenses  for  a   "substantial   contribution"   to  a  case  under  Chapter

9   or   Chapter   11.      See   3   COLLIER   ON   BANKRUPTCY   tl    503.04,    at   503-36

(15th   ed.1984).        Subsection   (b)   also   contemplates   that   certain

qualifying   ,   expenses       incurred       prepetition       receive       an

administrative  priority.  §£±

Pride   Foods Inc. ,

11   U.S.C.    S   503(b)(3)(E);    Matter   of

22    B.R.    356,    9    B.C.D.     480,    6    C.B.C.2d    1412

(Bkrtcy.   D.   Neb.1982);   124   Gong.   Rec.   H11094-95   (daily   ed.   Sept.

28,1978)    (remarks   of   Rep.   Edwards);    124   Gong.   Rec.    S17411    (daily

ed.   Oc.t.    6,1978)    (remarks   of   gen.   Deconcini`).
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The   legislative   bistory   of   Section   503(b)   indicates  that

Congress   intended   to   adhere   to   the   ndirect   benef it"   rule   of

decisions   under   Sections   242   and   243   of   the   Bankruptcy   Act,

without   the  requirement  of  a  confirmed  plan,   and,   with  respect   to

superseded  custodianships,   to  the   "equitable  benef it"   doctrine  of

B±±±Lolph   V.    SErL±±gg±.190   U.S.    533,   23   S.   Ct.    710,    47   I.   Ed.    1165

(1903).      gLE±   124   Cong.    Rec.    H11095    (daily   ed.    Sept.    28,1978)

(remarks  o£   Representative   Edwards);   124   Gong.   Rec.   S174ll   (daily

ed.   Oat.   6,1978)    (remarks   o£   Senator  Deconcini).7

(I)   The   "Direct Benefit® Rule, Turning   f irst  to  the  issue
of  whether   these   applicants'   services  made  a   nsubstantial   con-

tribution"   to   the   Chapter   11   case,   the   Court   notes   that   the

phrase    is    derived    from    Sections    242    and    243    of    the    former

Bankruptcy   Act,11   U.S.C.   §§   642,   643   (repealed).      H.R.    Rep.    No.

95-595,    95th   Gong.,    l§t   Sess.    355    (1977),1978   U.S.   Code   Cong.    a,

Admin.   News,   p.   63llj   S.   Rep.   No.    95-989,   95th   Cong.,   2d   Sess.    67

(1978),   .1978    U.S.    Code   Gong.    a   Admin.    News,    pp.    5852-53.       "It

does  not  require  a  contribution  that  leads   to   conf irmation  of   a

plan,   for  in  many  cases,   it  will  be  a  substantial  contribution  if

Benefit    to    the    estate    or     "results    obtained'.    has    been
de-emphasized   for  allowances  under  Section   330,   but   it   lies   at
the  heart  of  awards  under  Section  503(b) (3)(D)   and  (4)   for  fnaking
a  "substantial   contribution"   to  the  case.   See  ln  re  Grist,   un-
publi§hed   memorandum  opinion   at   3-4      (BkrtES=  D.   Uta   ,   Aug.   2,
1984)       (Allen,   J.).
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the  person  involved  uncovers  facts  that  would  lead  to  a  denial  of

confirmation,   such   as   fraud   in   connection  with   the  case."     |d.

Sections.   242   and   243   were   implemented   by   former  Bankruptcy
Rule

10-215(c)(I)(13),   which   enabled   the   bankruptcy   court   to   make

allowances    of    reasonable    compensation    and    rein.bursement    of

expenses     for     services    which     (i)     were     beneficial     in     the

administration  of  the  estate;   (2)   contributed  to  a  plan  which.was

approved  or  to  the  approval   of   a   plan  whether   or   not   such   plan

was   confirmed;    (3)   contributed   to  a  plan  which  was   confirmed  or

to  the  confirmation  of  a  plan;   or   (4)   were   rendered   in  opposing   a

plan,   the   confirmation  of  which  was  refused.     The  principal   test

was    the   benefit    to   the   debtor's   estate.       See   6A   COLLIER   ON

BANKRUPICY   ||13.02,    at   541-42    (lath   ed.1977).

Under   Section   778   of   the   Bankruptcy   Act,11   U.S.C.    §207,

fees   could   be   awarded  for  prepetition  services  of   committees   and

professionals  employed  by  committees  where  the  services   directly

benefited  the  reorganization.     In  re  Ulen

Cir.1942). See  In  r__.I_

&CO.

Detroit   Intern
235    (6th   Cir.1940);    Stark   v.

130   F.2d   303    (2d

ational   Brid

ods   Brothers
F.2d   969   (8th   Cir.1940)i      Sullivan   a

Iron

Railwa

llv,

lil   F.2d

ion,   log

Colorado
96    F.2d   219    (loth   Cir.1938);    In   re   Men

Build ing   Cor

Fuel    &

his   St.reet
86   F.2d   891    (6th   Cir.1936);    In   re   Tudor

Oration
Gables

83   I.2d   871   (7th   Cir.1936)i   In   re  National

82  F.2d  600  (7th  Cir.),  ±
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!LE9LS_e=n=±L±££.    299   U.S.   562,    57   S.   Ct.,   811..   Ed.    414    (1936);       |n

re  United  Ci ar  Stores  Co.   of America,   21 F.    SupP.    869    (S.D.    N.Y.

1937);    In   re   Men his   Street Railwa

(W.D.    Tenn.1935),    rev'd

11    F.    Supp.    682

86    I.2d   891    (6th   Cir.1936).      Cases

under  Chapter  X `of   the  Chandler  Act,8   which   replaced   Section   778,

adhered   to   the   "direct   benefit"   rule  of  earlier  decisions.     See

±=9Li Finn   v.   Childs

Mount.   Forest

re   Realt

181    F.2d    431    (2d   Cir.1950);    In    re

Fur   Farms   of  Ame rica,   157

Associates Securities  Cor

F.29   640    (6th   Cir.1946);

Oration

Cir.1946);    In   re   Ulen   a   Co. Supra

156    F`.2d    480    (2d

130    F.2d    at    303;    In    re

Mort e   Guarantee   Co. 40.F.     Supp.     226     (D.     Md.1941).        See

generally    6A   COI,LIER   ON   BANKRUPTCY   tl    13.06,    at   582-83    (14th   ed.

1977) .

In   In   re   Build ings   Develo ment   Co, 98   F.2d   844    (7th   Cir.

1938),   a   bondholders   protective   committee  had   been   formed   four

and   a   half   years   prior   to  `the   debtor   filing   a   petition   for

reorganization   under   Section   778   of   the   Bankruptcy  Act.      The

committee  sought   compensation  for  prepetition  services   performed

on   behalf `of   its  members.   The  Court   found   that   the  services  were

The   Chandler   Act   was   passed   by   Congress   on   June   22,   1938,   and
became  effective  on  September  22,1938.     Pub.   I.   696,   52.   Scat.
840    (1938).
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for   the   benef it   of  members   of   the   committee  and  any  benef it   to

the  estate  or  other  creditors  was  incidental.     In  disallowing  the

claim  for  compensation,   the  Court   reasoned   as   follows:

The   services   of   the   committee   prior   to   the
institution  of   reorganization  proceedings  did  not
contemplate  a  reorganization  and  were  performed   for
the    sole.   purpose    of    prote.cting    the    claims    of
holders  of .first  mortgage  bonds  who  were  parties  to
the   deposit   agreement.     The   decisions   establish
that  services  rendered  prior  to  the  institution  of
a  reorganization  proceeding  may  be   compensated   as   a
part  of  the  cost  of  reorganization,   if   they   are   in
fact   of   value   in   the   formulation   and   adoption  of
the  plan.      Bi]t   when   a   committee   is   organized'for
the  purpose  of  protecting  the  interest  solely  of  a
designated  group  of  creditors   and   when   all   of   the
steps   taken   by   this   committee   are   taken   for   the
purpose     of     protecting     the     interest     of     the
designated   class  of  creditors,   and  when  there   is  no
intention  .to  aid  the  debtor  directly  by  preserving
its  property  for  purposes  of  reorganization  for  the
benefit  of  the   debtor   as   well   as   creditors,   such
services   cannot   be   said   to   be   rendered   in   con-
nection  with   a  subsequent   reorganization  proceedin.g
and  plan   simply  because   Such   services  prevented,   or
helped  to  prevent,   the  debtor  from  losing   the   only
assets   out   of   which   such   creditors   might   obtain
Payment .

In   the   instant  case  the  services  performed  by
the   committee   prior   to   the   institution   of   the
reorganization   proceedings   were   not   rendered   in
anticipation  of  a  reorganization;   and  the   evidence
fails  to  disclose  that  such  services  contributed  to
the  formulation  and  adoption  of  the  plari   which   was
afterwards   Submitted   by   the   committee.     No  doubt
the   services   helped   to   keep   legal   title   to   its
property   in   the  debtor;   but  there  was  no  intention
to   accomplish   this   result   in   order   to   preserve
assets   as   the  basis   of   a   reorganization   for   the
benef it  of  the  debtor  as  well  as  for  creditors.

Id.   at   845-46   (footnote  omitted).
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In   Sullivan &   Cromwell v.   Colorado  Fuel   a   Iron CO.,    suPra,
96   F.2d   at   219,   receivership  proceedings  were   instituted  against

the  debtor  on  August   1,   1933.     In  June  of  that  year,   a   committee

was   formed   of  creditors  holding  bonds  secured  by  a  first  lien  on

part  of  the  structures  and  equipment  of  the  debtor  and  on  a  large

portion  of  its  mining  properties..    The  committee  retained  the  law

firm  of  Sullivan   &   Cromwell   shortly   after   formation.      On   August

I,19`34,   the   debtor   filed   a   petition   for'reorganization  under

Section  778  of 'the  Bankruptcy  Act.     The  committee   and   its   counsel

did   not  participate   actively   in  the  preparation   of   a  plan  of

reorganization  but   asserted  that   any  plan  would  have  to  recognize

the   priority    of    the    liens    of    the    fuel    bonds.       A   plan   of

reorganization  proposed  by   the   debtors   was   confirmed   in  April,

1936,   which   re.cognized   the   superior   rights   of   the   fue.1   bond-

holders.      Sullivan   &   Cromwell   sought   an   allowance   of   S12,000   as

compensation   for   services   as   counsel   to   the   bondholders'   com-

mittee  during   both   the   equity   receivership  proceeding   and   the

bankruptcy   case.      The  Court   allowed   Sullivan   &   Cromwell   $2,500   in

fees   upon   f inding   `that   their   services   were   not   rendered    in

connection   with   the   plan   and   reorganization.      On   appeal,   the

Tenth  Circuit   affirmed,   setting   forth  guidelines  for  allowance  of

prepetition  expenses  under  Section  778,   as   follows:

-14-



The   statute   is   broad   in   scope   and   does   not
limit   the  compensation  authorized   by   its   terms   to
services   rendered   after   the   institution   of   the
reorganization  proceeding.     It   is  common   knowledge
that   the   af i airs  of  a  debtridden  corporation  are
sometimes  so  complicated  that   skill,   patience,   and
extended   consideration  of  many  factors  covering  a
long  period  of  time  are  required   to  ef feet   a   fair
and     equitable     plan     of     reorganization.          It
frequently   is   feasible   and   expedient   to  work   out
the    plan    before    the    proceeding    is    I iled;    and
compensation  may  be  awarded   for   services   rendered
befo.re.  as   Well   as   those   rendered   after   the  .pro-
ceeding   is  actually  instituted  if  they  had  a  direct
and   proximate   relation   to   the   formation   of   the
plan,   were  valuable,   and   were   in   the   interest   of
the  debtor.

Id.   at   221-22.

In   ln   re   Ulen   a   Co., ±j±E=±i   130   F.2d   at   303,   counsel   for   an

unof f icial   committee   of   debenture   holders   formed   during   the

pendency  of   the  debtor's  Chapter  X   case   sought   compensa,tion   for

services   rendered   and  reimbursement   for   costs   expended   following

dismissal   of   the   Chapter   XI    case    and   the    commer.cement   of    a

Chapter   X   case.      The   services   for  which   compensation  was   sought

related  to  negotiating   a   plan  of   arrangement   u.nder   Chapter   X.

The   Second   Circuit   recognized   that   allowances   under  Sections   242

and   243  were   not   exclusi.vely   limited   to   services   and   expenses

occurring  after  the  date  of  filing.     But,   as  with  the  predecessor

statute,   Section  778,   the  services  must  have  been   in   furtherance

of   the   plan   ultimately   adopted  or   "closely   benef icial   to   the

estate.''      Id.   at   304.     The  Second  Circuit   found  that  the  plan  of

reorganization   dif fered   markedly   from   the   plan   of  arrangemertt
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negotiated   by  the  committe€'s  counsel,   and  the   services  rendered

were  not  of  direct  benefit  to  the  estate.     Accordingly,   fees   and

costs  were  denied  in  their  entirety.

In   Finn   v, Childs   Co., ±u_p_I_a,181   F.'2d   at   431,    the   court

c.onsidered   the   legal  basis  under  the  Bankruptcy  Act   for  an  award

of   fees   for  prep.etition   services  performed   by   a   committee   of

debenture   holders   and   its   counsel.      The   Committee   was   forITied

eleven  months  before  the  debtor   I iled.  a  voluntary   petition   for

reorganization   under   Chapter   X.     The   prepetition   services   for

which    compensation    was    sought    consisted    chiefly    of    urging

debenture   holders   to  oppose   a  nonbankruptcy  workout  propesed   by

the.  debtor.     The   Second  Circuit   found  that   such   services  were   not

of   benef it   to   the   estate  and    only  remotely  related  to  the  plan

of  reorganization.     Addressing  the   issue  of  prepetition  services,

the  court  stated:

But   we   think   the   issue   should   be   f aced   more
directly;   shortly  Stated,   the  very  tenuous  statutory
basis    for   any   allowance   does   not   seem   to   us   to
justify      awards      for      uncertain      and       somewhat
problematical     benef its     thus     conferred     on    the
adminstration  of  an  estate  before  it  has  begun.     The
dif f iculty   is   in   seeing   where  much  of  any  line  can
be  drawn  to  reduce   the  potential   contribution   for
prior   activities  during   the  always-occurring  prior
period  of  financial  stress.     Activities   supporting
the    management    will    be    benef icial    as    aimed    at
avoiding      the      disaster      of      bankruptcy;      while
activities   opposing   its  excesses  will  be  beneficial
a.s  hastening   the   curative   and   cleansing   course  of
reorganization.   The   cases  emphasize  that  when  such
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allowances   are   made   they   must   be   for   work   which"directly  contributes"  to  the   reorganization;   thus
ve  have  held  that  compensation   is  not   allowable   from
the    estate    "for    the    work    of    the    attorneys    in
conserving    the    debtor's    assetsn    as    well    as    in
proposing     an     arrangement     differing     from     the
reorganization  finally  effected ....   To  have  this
direct   Connection   it   would   seem   that   the   services
must    not   only   be   ultimately   benef icial    in   some
clearly  observable  way,   but  also  have  been   directed
toward   the   specific  rehabilitation  of   the  debtor
which   actually   took   place.      Chance   and   unwitting
action,    or   activities   a   year   or   so   earlier   to
control   the   course  of   creditor  pressure   upon   the
debtor+   would  seem  clearly  outside  the  narrow  limits
of   the   precedents,    even   if   these   ih   turn   do   go
somewhat  beyond  the  literal  statutory  language.

ii=  at  439-40   (footnote  and  citations  omitted).

The   phrase   "substantial   contribution"   actually  appears   in

Section   4-403   of   the   bankruptcy   statute   proposed   by   the   Com-

mission   on   the   Bankruptcy   Laws   of   the   United   States.     Section

4-403  states   in  pertinent  part:

(a)   Administrative   Claims.     An   administrative
claim   for   any   of   the   following   expenses   shall   be
allowed   to   the   extent   the  expense   is  necessary  and
reasonable :

***

(8)     compensation   for  services,   representing  a
substantial   contribution   to   a   confirmed   plan   in   a
Chapter    VII    case,     rendered    by    an    attorney    or
accountant  to  an  indenture   trustee,   a   creditor,   an
equity   security  holder,   or  a  committee  representing
creditors  or  equity  security  holders   not   appointed
pi]rsuant   to  Section   7-101;
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(9)     expense,       representing      a      substantial
contribution   to   a   conf irmed   plan   in   a   Chapter   VII
case,    not    included   in   clause    (8),    incurred   by   a
creditor,   equity   security   holder,   or   a   committee
representing   creditors   or   equity   security  holders
not  appointed  pursuant   to  Section  7-101 ....

Report   of   the   Commission   on   the   Bankruptcy   Iiaws   of   the   United

States,   E.R.   Doc.   No.   93-137,   93d   Gong.,   lst   Ses§.,   Pt.11    at   99

(1973).       Its   counterpart   in   the   legislation   proposed   by   the

National   Conference   of   Bankruptcy   Judges   9lso   used   the   phrase

nsubstantial   contributionn   and   would   also     have   limited   such

administrative  claims  to  cases   in  which   a  plan  of  reorganization

was   confirmed.

Subcomm.   on   Civi'l

See   Hearin
_            -    -                                                             __ s    on    H.R.    31 and   H.R. 32   Before   the

and  Constitutional   R.i

the   Judiciar 94th   Con

.    130-31 1975)  .

hts  of  the

lst    &    2.d   Sess.

Hoi]se   Cornm.    of

Ser®    No. 27,A P.I,

The   requirement   that    the   services   or   expense   must   have

substantially   contributed   to   a   confirmed   plan   was   ultimately

dropped   by   Congress   in   enacting   Section   503(b).     g±  S.   Rep.   No.

95-989,    95th    Cong.,    2d    Sess.    67    (1978).       But   otherwise,    the

"direct  benefitn   rule  of  the  foregoing   cases   remains   the   touch-

stone   in   a   .substantial  contribution"   analysis.     The  appropriate

test  under  Sectipn  503(b)   is  whether  the   §erviees   substantially

contributed  to  a  successful   result,   that   is,   an   actual   and  demon-

strable  benefit  to  the  debtor's   estate,   the   creditors,   and,   to

the   extent..relevant,   the   stockholders.

-18-
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Rican   Food   Cor 41   B.R.    565,    574,    Bankr.    L.    Rep.     (CCH)    ||69,913

(Bkrtcy.   E.D.   N.Y.1984)i   lp_rL±=€alume±  aealt¥±C±,   34   B.a.   922,

11    B.C.D.    361,    Bankr.1„    Rep.     (CCH)    1!69,489       (Bkrtcy.    I.D.    Pa.

1983);    In    re   J.V.    Knitlin Services, Inc. ,

(Bkrtcy.   S.D.    Fla.1982);   In   re   Richton

22    B.R.     543,     545

International   CoEE,   15
B.R.    854,    Bankr.    L.    Rep.    (CCH)    fl68,489,    5   C.B.C.2d   1019       (Bkrtcy.

S.D.    N.Y.1981).       W.    Norton,.  I   NOFTON   BANKRUPTCY   LAW   AND   PRACTICE

Si2.32,    at    pt.i2--pg.49    (1981);    3   Col,LIER   6N   BANKRUPTCY   ||503.04,

at     503-38     (15th     ed.     1984).     The    professional     services     of

Teitelbaum   a   Gamberg   were   rendered   on  behalf  of  a   committee  of

creditors   attempting   to   fashion   a   nonbankruptcy   workout.      The

committee   was   obviously   unsuccessful   in   its  endeavor.   Moreover,

this  applicant   is  unable  to   point   to   any  direct   benef it   to   the

debtor's   estate   arising   out  of   the  prepetition  services.   It  is

the  opinion  of   this   Court   that   participation   in  negotiating   a

nonbankruptcy    workout    will    not    give    rise    to    a    claim    for

compensation   from   the   estate.       This   is   a   service   for   which

attorneys     must  ordinarily  look  to  their  own  clients   for  payment.

(2)      The   .E uitable  Benef it" Doctrine. If   a  bankruptcy   case

supersedes   a  general   assignment   for  the  benef it  of  creditors9  or

A  general  assignment  involves  a  voluntary  transfer  by  the  debtor
of  his  property  to  an  assignee   in  trust,   for   the   purpose   of
pro-rata  distribution  of  the  estate  to  creditors.    See  Treister,nThe   Ef fect   of  Bankruptcy  on  the  Administration  ETFenses  of  a
Superseded   General   Assignment,n   17   Bus.   I,aw.   332   (1962).      See
±±±e  Utah   Code  Ann.      §S6-I-1   to   6-i-20   (Repl.1982).
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a   receivership   the   Bankruptcy  Code  permits  expenses   incurred   in

those   proceedings   to  enjoy   an   administrative  priority.     See  11

U.S.C.     S503(b)(3)(E);     11     U.S.C.     S543(c)(2).     In    their    joint

statement,     the     floor    managers     explained     that     .|s]ection

503(b)(3)(E)    codifies   present   law   in   cases   such   as   Randol

Scruggs,
PhV.

190    U.S.    533,    which    accords   administrative   expense

status   to   services   rendered  by  a  prepetition  custodian  or  other

E±£±|  to  the   extent   such  services  actuallj  benefit  the  estate. .I
124   Gong.    Eec.    H11095    (daily   ed.    Sept.    29,    1978)    (remarks   of

Representative   Edwards);   124   Gong.   Eec.   S1741l   (daily  ed.   Oct.    6,

1978)    (remarks   of   Senator   Deconcini).    (Emphasis   added).   It.is

argued,   with   some   cogency,   that`  this   provision   authorizes   the

bankruptcy   court   to  make   an  allowance  of  prepetition  attorneys'

fees   incurred  on  behalf  of  the  unofficial   creditors'   committee  as

an   administrative   expense.     It   is  therefore  not  surprising  that

one  bankruptcy  court  has   interpreted  the   words   nor   other   party"

in   the   statement  of  the  floor  managers  to  include   a  committee  of

creditors.      See  In  re  Ned General Inc. , 17   B.R..13,14    (Bkrtcy.

D.    Minn.    1981)     (court    saw   no   reason    to    distinguish    between

beneficial  results  of  committee's  prepetition   activity  and   its

postpetition  activity).

prior   to   the   Supreme   Court.s   decision   in   B±P_try

ftyuLng, 190   U.S.   at   533,   the   courts   were   split  on  the

Issue   of   whether   an   assignee   and   professionals  employed  by  him
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under   a   general   assignme.nt   for   the   benef it   of   creditors   were

entitled  to  their   expenses   as   an   administrative   priority   in   a

superseding    bankruptcy    case.       ±££   g=£jp±±±±,    3A   Col.LIER   ON

BANKRUPTCY   I    62.32,    at    1617    (14th   ed.1975).       In   Randolph,    an

assignee   was   appointed   by   the   Langstaf f  Hardware   Company   under

the  general   assignment   law  of  Tennessee   on  August   13,    1900`.      The

deed    of    assignment    conveyed    all    of    the    debtor's    cQrporat.e

property   to   the   assignee   for   pro-rata  'distribution   to    its
creditors   and   provided   that   the   assignee  should  pay  reasonable

attorneys.    fees   for   preparing   the   deed   and   for   advising   and

counseling   the   assignee   in   the   course  of  his   administration  of

the  trust.     Within   four  months   of   the   assignment,   the   assignor

(debtor),    upon    the    filing    of    an    involuntary    petitic>n,    was

adjudged   a  bankrupt.     The  deed   of   assignment   was   subsequently   set

aside   by   the   bankruptcy   trustee,    who   took   possession   of   the

assets  of  the  bankrupt.     The   attorney   for   the   assignee   f iled   a

claim   against   the   estate   for   professional   services  rendered   in

advising   and   counseling   the   assignee,    preparing   the   deed   of

assignment,   defending  a  suit   in  state  coi]rt   to  have  the  business

of   the   debtor   wound   up,    and    for    resisting    the    involuntary

petition.      The  referee   found  and  certified  that  the  services  had

been   rendered   as   claimed,    and   were   reasonable   and   worth   the

amount     claimed,     but     that     they     were     not     allowable     as     an
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administrative  expense  and  did  not  otherwise   constitute  a   lien  on

property   of   the   estate.       He   allowed   fees   for   preparing    the

general    assignment,    but    disallowed   the   balance   of   the    fees

claimed.      The   district   court   affirmed,   and   the   Sixth   Circuit

certified  the   case   to  the  Supreme  Court.     The  SupreiTie  Court,   in   a

unanimous   opinion    written    by    Justice    Holmes,    announced    the

principle   that   costs  of   a  si]perseded  assignment   for  the  benef it

of   creditors-,   including   attorrieys'   fees   for   representing   the

assignee,   to  the  extent  they  tend  to  the  preservation  or  benefit

of  the  bankruptcy  estate,  were  entitled   to   f irst   payment   out   of

the  estate  as  an  equitable  lien.1°

10

Randol h   v.   Scru
While  most  courts  and  pra

gs   as   allowi
aim,

ctitioners  apparently  interpreted
ng   the   assignee's-costs-as   an

the  Supreme  Court  seems-to  have  considered_      _  _  __  _    __-'''-    -`+   `,I+, C=    |\,I,OLIJEL t=tJ

:hte#o:gil:efnu'}#.'coad:edef::£s:i::mnafg:i:S.t.:,P::ific,P::P::5r=_.F9=_    *  _  _\= __ -1,    ~  -Lhtful  pre-Code  discussion  of-the  equitable  lien  theory  of
h  V.  Scrqggs;  See  lreister,  suora.  no+a  a_   a+  ``E_ta      rfnote  9,   at  335-39.   -Cf .

)    (in   a.case  where  EEE3E±.:rgeF9St`hec:±RE:6
Randol

e  v.   Arc
ETs-e-t-s-  of   tfi-e~: -----------   (I-I     -..I;    C^±r;EJlat=a   uLadministration  of   the   bankruptcy   case   and   the   state   court
----,`--_..,  _    JE_  _  _        \  1

state  were  insuf f icient  to  pay  the  expenses  of
-I    L L  _     L         ,

_ I     _ _ _ _    -,,-receiver's  fees,   the  court  applied  the  Randol
theory    and   ordered   the   re-6eiver
503(b)(3)(E)   eliminates   the   lien

h  v.   Scruggs  lien
•       Section

theory   of   reimbursement   by
.-,

_J      __    _ .-...- rtlL-|,,|t=J||    LJJ,according   a   f irst   priority   administrative  expense  status  to
services  rendered  by  a  prepetition  custodian  to  the  extent  such
services   actually  benefited   the   estate.     See  124   Cong.   Rec.
H11095   (daily   ed.   Sept.    28,1978)   (remarksH  Representative
Edwards};   124  Cong.  Rec.  S174ll   (daily  ed.  Oat.   6,1978)   (remarks
of  Senator  Deconcini).
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The    equitable    benefit    doctrine    of   Randol h    v.     Scru 1¥
permitted   assignees   and  others,   usually   receivers,   to  receive

such  prepetition  expenses  as  were  reasonably  incurred   in  the  care

and   preservation   of   assets,   which   inured  to  the  benefit   of   the

bankruptcy  estate.    ±pj±_Arms€_rpng  _Glass_€gmBapnLi,   502  F.2d

159    (6th   Cir.1974);

1§.67);     Ih    re    Marks

Paramount   Merrick

Flaxman   v.   Weinbe 384   F.2d   471    (4th.Cir.

267     F.2d    108     (7th-Cir.1959);         In    re

Inc, 252   F.2d   482    (2d   Cir.1958);   Goldie   v.

9B¥,130   F.2d   690    (8th   Cir.1942);`  Chase   aag   CO.   v.    s chournan

F.2d   247    (6th   Cir.1942);      First   National

Robinson

Bank   in

107    F.2d    50    (loth    Cir.1939)i     ln    re

129

ALELu_|rqT±
James    Butler

£rLo_c_ery   C_i±=,loo   F.2d   376,   378   (2d   Cir.1938);      In   re

F.2d    103    (2d   .Cir.1933);        In    re   White

1932);      In   re   Jack   Stolkin Inc. ,

Petition   of Andrew   Dutton CO.,10

Gardner  v.   G eason,   259   F.755

Cohen,    64

58    F.2d    203    (2d    Cir.

42    F.2d    829    (2d   Cir.1930);

F.2d    502    (lst    Cir.1926);

(lst   Cir.1918);    Hume   v.

I.827    (4th   Cir.1917);      Paine   v.   Archer

Myers,    242

233'F.259    (9th   Cir.

1917)  ;

Stewart

Bramble__ Brett,    230   F. 385    (8th    Cir.1916);    In    re

179   F.222   (6th   Cir.1910);      In   re   Zier   a

(7th   Cir.1905);    In   re   Summers   v.

Co.,142   F.102

Abbott

1903);    Matter   of   Su reme   Plastics

1980);       In   re   Kostin

Inc. ,

122    F.36    (8th    Cir.

8   B.R.    730    (N.i.    Ill.

350    F.Supp.1071    (I).   Conn.1972)j    In   re
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E

Garrett    Road Corp.,     256

Eiih_iH ton   Brewin

F.Si]pp.     709     (I;D.     Pa.1966);        In    re

Compan

re   Garcia   Su

re   Moskowitz,

ation

56    F.Supp.    998    (W.D.    Pa.1944);        |n

49    F.Supp.    350    (S.D.    N.Y.1943);     |n

25    F.Supp.     341     (E.D.    N.Y.1938);       .In   re   Owl

Co.,16    F.Supp.139    (D.    Nev.1936),    aff'd   sub   nctm„ Cohn   v. E3ler,

90    F.2d    823    (9th   Cir.1937)i

N.Y.1935);    In   re   Natural

1003     (W.D.    N.Y.1935);

1929);    In   re uemahonin

Inre Pologe,

PErfipg¥_
Inre Ha ikL¥,
Creek   Coal

13    F.Supp.1010    (S.D.

E9EP9Eiii9P 9   I .Supp.

38    f.2d    loo     (S.D.     r\`.¥.

CO.,

1926);        In    re    South    Bend    Lumber    Co

1924);   ,    In    re   A.J.    Waterman   Mf

15    F.2d    58    ('^'.D.    Pa.

2    F.2d    783     (W.D.     h'ash.

CO.,

In   re   Cooper,    243    F.    712    (D.    Mass.

652     (S.D.    N.Y..1915);     In    re    Wee6man

291    F.589     (D.    Me.1923);

1919);       In   re   Sobol,    230   f.

Stave    Co.,199    F.948     (E.D.

Ark.1912);     In    re    Wentworth Lunch    Co„     189    F.83l     (S.D.     N.Y.

1911),    rev'd,191    F.82l    (2d   Cir.1911);       In   re   Stanc]ard   Fuller's

Earth    Co.,186    F.578    (S.D.    Ala.1911);    In   re   Congc]on,12    F.478

(D.    Minn.1904);    In   re   Byerly,128    F.637    (M.D.    Pa.1904);       In    re

M.     Zier    a    Co.,127    F.399    (D.     Ind.

Cir.1905);         In    re    Orchid

1904),    aff'd,142   F.102    (7th

Island    Hotels    lnc.,18    B.R.     926

(Bkrtcy.    D.    Haw.1982);    In   re   Marichal-Agosto,    Inc.,12   B.R.    891

(Bkrtcy. S.D.    N.Y.1981);    Matter

B.R.135    (Bkrtcy.    I.D.    N.Y.1979).
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The     following     prepetition     expenses     were     ac.c.orded     an

administrative  priority  as   tending   to  preserve   and   benef it   the

bankruptcy   estate:       (I)    appraiser's   fees;LL   (2)   fire   insurance

premium;12     (3)     repairs,     insurance,     and     taxes    .paid    by     the

assignee;13   (4)   reiinbursement  of  bills  incurred  by  an  assignee   for

electric   lights;14    (5)    assignee's   expenses   of   operating  -the

debtor.s   businessj]5    (6)    premium   on   the   assignee's   bonc!;16  `(7)

a.ssignee's    expenses    of    taking    an    inventory    and    recovering

possession   of   and  protecting   assets   after  having  been  forcibly

dispossessed   by   the  debtor;17   (8)   assignee's   expenses   incurred   in

adjusting   a  fire  insurance  claim  for  destruction   of  property   of

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

IEle_Ce_8p£E,   243   F.   797   (D.   Mass.   igi7).

In   re   South Bend   I,umber

In   re  Stewart

In  re  pat

2    F.2d    783    (W.D.    Wash.1924).

179   F.222    (6th   Cir.1910).

tee,   143   F.

Bramble   v.

994    (D.    Conn.1906).

Brett'    230
Mass.1915).

In  re  Thorn son,122

Bramble   v.

F . 3 8 5  ( 8 t h  c i I .  I 9 1 6 ) ;  I ±L a p ,  2 2 8

F.174   (S.D.   N.Y.1903),   aff'

Brett'   su pra,   note   15.
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the   debtor;18   and   (9)   warehouse   Storage   expenses   incurred   by   a

sherif f  pursuant   to   a  prepetition   levy   in   an   attachment   pro-

ceeding,   which  preserved  the  debtor's  property  for  the  benefit  of

creditors.19  .

In   every   case  in  which  prepetition  expenses  were  allowed,   a

demonstrable   benefit  to  the   estate`was   shown.      The   benefit   was

required  to     be  substantial   and  courts  carefully  scrutinized  such

requests.   See  Bass v.   Quittne Stutman   &   Treis ter 381   F.2d   54,

59   (9th   Cir.1967).      It   should   be   borne   in  mind   that   the  Supreme

Court   clearly   stated   in  B±p£_o_lph___v.._fiEEng  that   .[w]e   are   not

prepared   to   go   further   than   to   allow  compensation  for  servic-es

which    were    beneficial    to    the    estate."         199     U.S.     at     539.

Creditors,   unlike   assignees   or   receivers,   are   presumed  to  act

primarily   in   their  own   interests,   not   for   the   benefit   of   the

estate   as   a   whole.   Matter   of   Su reme   Plast ics, Inc. , ±up_ri±'    8
B.R.at    736.       is£   3A   COI.I.IER   ON    BANKRUPTCY   q62.32[2],    at    1621

(14th   ed.1975).

18

19

In  re  Levitt

Inre

126    F.B89    (E.D.    W-is.1903).

He-ller, 176   F.656    (E.D.    N.Y.1910).
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To  the  extent   that   the  legislative  history  of  Sec'tion  503(b)

suggests    that   parties    other    than    assignees,    receivers,    or

trustees     may   receive   compensation   for   benef icial  prepetition

services   as   a   cost

Congress  envisioned

Andrew Dutton Co.

of   administration,20  the  Court  belie.yes   that

circumstances  similar  to  those  in  Petition
Of

10   F.2d   502    (lst   Cir.1926).      In   that   case,

the   debtor,   Cabel   Upholstering  Company,   called   a  meeting  of   its

creditors,    and^with   their   agreement   transferred    all   of    its

property   to   one   of   the   creditors,   Andrew  button   Company,    to

administer  on  behalf  of  all   creditors.  A  creditors'   committee  was

formed,   with   Dutton  as   its  president.     Dutton  took  possession  of

the   assets   and   cared   for   them,   incurring   expenses   and   making

expenditures.      Subsequently,   an   involuntary  petition  was   filed

and    Cabel    Upholstering    Company    was    adjudicated    a    bankrupt.

Di]tton    petitioned    for    expenses    incurred    in    preserving    the

debtor'§   property.      The   referee   disallowed   the   request.      The

District   Court  for  the  District  of  Hassachusetts  aft irmed  on  the

groi)nd   that   there  had  been  ng  assignment   to   Dutton   and   fees   for

20

f loor   managers   may
I__

The  phrase   "or  other  person"   contained   in  the  statement  of  the
floor  managers  refers  only  to  the  expenses  and  compensation  of  a
superseded   custodian  under  Section  503(b)(3)(E).     The  stateIT.ent
does  not  refer  to  Section  503(b)(3)(D)   or   (4).     Since  .custodian
is   clef ined   in  Section   101(10)   to  mean   a   receiver,   assignee   or
trustee   charged   with   administerina   +ha  ash+^ -.-----
£  1   _   _     _ aulliiliisterlng   the  debtor's  property,   the-        ___  _  _T3.,\,-      +, L

have   misspoke   themselves.      In   ln   re  ned
17     f2    t>         -L     1,

_-.-_ I-'  .`J ®          LIJ17   B.R.   :t   14,   relied  on  by  Tei
=   n^+    a---___   I        ,

_   __  .„   .Fiit=u  On  oy  Teitelbauiii
6es  not  appear  to  have  noted  that  the  f loor
reFE>rraR   ^.`..   L_    -

RE:o _---rr---Lu  iiave  I)Otea  that  the  Imanagers'   statement   referred  grty  to  Section  503(b)(3)(E).
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1

prepetition   services   were  not  otherwise  allowable  under  Section

646  of  the   Bankruptcy  Act.      The   First   Circuit   reversed,   based

upon  the  doctrine  of EiE±,  holding that the fees
incurred,   to   the   extent   they   were   beneficial   to  the  bankruptcy

estate  or  necessary   for   its  preservation,   were   entitled   to   an

administrative  priority.

An       official       creditors'        committee       was       denied       an

adlTiinistrative  claim  for  compensation  for  prepetition  services   in

In re   RO||in Motors Co. 23   F.2d   ilo   (N.D.   Ohio   1927).      In   that

ca.se   the   debtor   called   a  meeting  of  its  creditors  to  seek  their

cooperation  in  working  out   a  solution  to  its   financial   problems.

The   committee  worked  with   the  of ficers  of   the   company  to  devise   a

plan  for  payment  of  the  debtor's  obligations  and  to  liquidate   its

assets.        When    bankruptcy    intervened,     the    committee    sought

$7,518.54    as    an    administrative     claim    for     its    prepetition

services.   The  district  court  affirmed  the  referee's  determination

that   the   claim   was   not   of   such   a   character   as   to   be   allowed

against  the  estate.     The  district  court  noted  that  the  creditors'

committee  did  not   take  over,   control,   and  operate  or  preserve  the

assets   and   business   of   the   debtor   in   the  manner  of  an  assignee

under   an   assignment   for   the   benefit   of   creditors.    The   Court

stated   that   the   character   of   the   committee's   claim   "is  one   for
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services  performed  which   are   incapable  of   admeasuring   in  terms   of

property   or   funds   rescued,   or   made    a-vailable    for    creditors

generally,"   and,   therefore,   not   entitled  to  allowance.

In   Bass   v. Quit tner,   Stutman   & Treister supra,   381   F.2d   at
54,   the  Ninth   Circuit   denied   compensation   to   attorneys   for   an

unofficial   creditors'   committee  for  services  rendered  prior  to.an

assignment   for   the   benefit   of   creditors.      In   July,1961,   the

debtor,   MCDonald's  Markets,   met  with   a  substantial   portion  of   its

creditors  pursuant  to  a  notice  giv;n  to  all  of  its  creditors,   to

discuss   its   f inancial   problems   and   an   offer   to   purchase   its

assets.      A   committee  of   ten   creditors  was   chosen   at   the  meeting,
*

and   the   committee  selected   Quittner,   Stutman   &   Treister   as   its

counsel.      The   law  firm  represented   the   committee   in  negotiations

for  a  sale  of  the  debtor's   assets.      In   order   to   consummate   the

sale,   it   was   necessary   to  make   an  assignment   for  the  benefit  of

creditors.     From  the  date  of  the   assignment   until   an   involL]ntary

bankruptcy    petition    was     filed    against    MCDaniels'     Markets,

Quittner,   Stutman  &  Treister   gave   legal   assistance   to   both   the

coTnmittee   and   to   the   assignee   relating   to  the   irnplementation  of

the  sale  of  the  debtor's  assets,   certain  pending  attachments,   and

problems   with   secl]red   creditors   and   landlords.      The   referee

disallowed   all   fees,   both   for  services   to   the   committee   and   for

services   to   the   assignee.       The   district   court   reversed   and

allowed  all   fees.     The  Ninth  Circuit  held   that  Quittner,   Stutman
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a    Treister    tJas    not    entitled    to    an    administrative    expense

allowance  for  services  rendered  to  the  unof f icial   committee   for

services   prior   to  the   date   the   assignment   for   the   benef it   of

creditors   tfas   made.      the   Court   stated   that   under   the   circum-

stances   it   should   be   presumed  that  the  attorneys'   services  h.ere

meant  to  benefit   the  members   of   the   unofficial   committee,   and
•[u]nless   it   i§   clearly   demonstrated   that   the   services   have

actually  conferred   an  unquestionable,   measufable  benefit   upon   all

of  the   creditors,   the   [committee  members]   must  bear   the  expense."

|±=   at    59.       The   Ninth   Circuit   remanded   the   case   for   a   re-
examination   of   the   claim   so   as   to   determine  whether  any  of   the

services   rendered   to   the   assignees   were   compensable   from   the

estate,

Services   Performed In   Contem lation .of   Bankru

The   e`xplanation   by   Arthur   Young   a   Company   emphasizes   that

their  services  were  performed   in   contemplation   of   the   debtor's

bankruptcy,   and  had  they  not  been  performed  pre-filing,   it  would

have  been  necessary   to   employ   aceouritants   to   perform   the   same

services   during   the   bankruptcy   case.    (Tr.    p.    6).      Counsel's

repeated  assertions  that  the   accounting   Services   were   rendered
nin   contemplation   of   bankruptcy"   (±  Tr.   pp.   6,   7,10),   is  not

supported   by   any   evidence.      On   the   contrary,   the   evidence   is

adequate  to  establish   that  Arthur  Young   a   Company  was  employed  to
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perform   routine   accounting   services,   such   as   an   audit   of   the

debtor's   books  and  the  preparation  of  financial   statements.     See
•Summary   of   Time   for   Unreimbursed   Fees,   October   1983   to  December

31,    1983,     in    Connection    with    Providing    Information    to    the

Creditors    Committee,"    annexed    as    Exhibit    "A"    to    the    First

Verified     Application     for     Allowance     of     Compensation      and

Reimbursement   of   Expenses   by   Arthur   Young   &   Company   (May   11,

I.984).          The`debtor     and     Arthur     Young     .a     Company     may     have

contemplated   some   reorganization   of   the   debtor's  business   and

financial   affairs,   but  bankruptcy  was  more  of  a  threat  to  enforce

the   creditor   moratorium   than   the   underlying   purpose   for   the

accounting    services.       Arthur    Young    &    Company    si]ggests    that

prepetition   accounting   services   rendered   din   contemplation  of

bankruptcy"   are  allowable  as   an  administrative   expense   pursuant

to   Section    329   of   the   Code.       The   argument   that   Section   329

affords  a  basis   for   awarding   prepetition   fees   to   the   debtor's

accountants   is  without  merit.     Section  329  provides:

(a)   Any  attorney  representing  a  debtor  in   a   case   under
this   title,   or   in   connection   with   such   a  case,   whether  or
not  such  attorney  applies  for  compensation  under  this  title,
shall   I ile  with   the   court   a  statement  of  the  compensation
paid  or  agreed  to  be  paid,   if  such  payment  or  agreement   was
made   after  one  year   before   the  date  of   the   f iling  of  the
petition,    for   services    rendered   or    to    be    rendered    in
contemplation   of   or   in   connection   with   the   case   by   such
attorney,   and   the  Source  of  such  compensation.

(b)      If   such   compensation  exceeds   the   reasonable  value
of    any    such    services,    the    court    may    cancel    any    such
agreement,   or   order   the   return  of  any  such  payTnent,   to  the
extent  excessive,  to--
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(i)     the  estate,   if  the  property  transferred--

(A)   would  have  been   property   of   the   estate;
Or

(a)   was   to   be   paid   by   or   on   behalf   of   the
debtor  under   a  plan   under   chapter   11   or
13  of  this  title;   or

(2)     the  entity  that  made  such  payment.

Section   329   is  derived   in  large  part   from  Section  60d  of   the

former  Bankruptcy  Act.     I,ike   its  predecessor,   Section   329   deals

solely   with   the   power   of   the   bankruptcy   court   to   revie-w   the

reasonableness   of   attorneys'    fees   in   order   to   protect   both

creditors   and   the   debtor   from  overcharges.     ±  S.   Rep  No.   144,

88th   Cong„    lst   Sess.    (Apr.    23,1963),1963    U.S.   Code   Cong:    &

Admin.    News,    pp.    635-36.        .Payments    to    a   debtor's    attorney

provide   serious   potential   for   evasion   of   creditor   protection

provisions   of   the   bankruptcy   laws,   and   serious   potential   for

overreaching   by   the   debtor's   attorney,   and   should  be  subject   to

careful   scrutiny."     H.R.   Rep.   No.   95-595,   95th   Cong.,   lst   Sess.

329    (1977h    1978    U.S.    Code    Cong.    a    Admin.    News,    p.6285.    The

phrase   .in   contemplation   of   bankruptcy,.   as    it    appeared    in

Section   60d   of   the  Act,   was   interpreted  by  the  Supreme  Court   to

require    an    inquiry    as     to    the    debtor's    motives.         r'[T]he

controlling   qi]estion  is  with  respect  to  the  state  of  mind  of  the

debtor  and  whether  the  thought   of   bankruptcy  was   the   impelling

cause  of   the   transaction."     Con

U.S.    472,.-477,    53   S.    Ct.

red,   Rubin &   Lesser v.   Fender 289

703,    77   Ii.    Ed.1327    (1933).      See   also
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Matter   of Swartout 20   B.R.    102j    106,    9   B.C.D.    313    (Bkrtcy.    S.D.

Ohio   1982)    (in   order   for   services   to   be   -in   contemplation   of

bankruptcy,.   they  should  be   influenced   by,   and   a   direct   result

of,   the   imminence  of  the  debtor's  petition   filing).       Thus,   it   is

clear  that   applicantis  reliance   upon   Section   329   is   misplaced.

The   section

paid    by    the

ba.nkruptcy . .

applies   only   to  the  Court'E  power  to  ree.xamine   fees

debtor    to    his    attorney    on    the    eve    of    filing

Under   circumstances   somewhat   similar  to  those  of   the .present

case,   accountant's  fees  for  prebankruptcy  services  were  denied   an

adminis-trative   priority   in   ln

F.850    (N.D.

re   Hansen 1er   Auto CO.,    283
Iowa   1922).      In   that   case   the   debtor   had   employed   an

accounting   firm  to  audit  its  books  at  the   request   of   a   creditor

while   it   was   negotiating  with   creditors  respecting   its  financ'ial

problems.     An   assignment   for   the   benef it   of   creditors   was   made

prior   to   completion   of   the   audit.      The   audit   was   iised   by   the

assignee  and   by   the   trustee   in   a   superseding   bankruptcy.      The

accoi]nting   firm  sought   allowance  of  its   fees   as   an  administrative

expense.     The  district  court  allowed  the  fees  for  work   performed

after the   assignment   as   an   administrative  expense  on   the  9round'

that   the   services  were  benef icial  to  the  estate,   and  the  balance

as  a  general   unsecured  claim  without  priority.
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Arthur   Young   a   Company,   although   initially   employed   by   the

debtor,   further  argues  that   its   prepetition   fees   are   allowable

under    Section     503(b)     because     "[t],he    financial     information

developed   by   [Arthur   Young   &   Company]    during   the   pre-petition

period   inured   to   the   benefit  of  the  debtor,   the  estate,   arid  the

official   creditors'   committee  appointed   after   the   f iling   of   the

petition/   Memor.andum   in  Si]pport  of  Applicetion   for  Allowance   of

Compensation   and   Reimbursement   of   Expenses   by   Arthur   Young   and

Company    at    7     (June    25,    1984L        Apparently    recognizing    the

weakness   of   its   Section   329   argument,   Arthur   Young   &   Company

atteTnpts  to  recharacterize   the  nati]re  of  its  services  by  suggest-

ing   that   because   such   services   benefited   the   creditors'    com-

Tnittee,    they   fall   within   Section   503(b)(3)   and   (4).      It   is   clear

that   Arthur   Young   &   Company   was   at   all   times   employed   by   the

debtor,   not   by   the   creditors'   committee.      The   creditors'   c`om-

mittee  employed   its   own   accountant,   Ernst   &   Whinney.      Accord-

ingly,    the   Court   f inds   no   basis   in   law   for   allowance   of   an

administrative   claim  to  Arthur   Young   a   Company   for   prepetition

accounting   services   to   the  debtor.   Therefore,   the  argument  must

fail.
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LOcal Versus National   Bil ing   Rates

Ieitelbaum  .a    Gamberg    is    a   New   York    law   firm,    with    its

offices   in  New  York  City.     Mr.   Teitelbaum's  hourly  billing   rate,

for   which   he   charges   other   clients   for   si7Tiilar   matters,    is

$250.00.     Arthur  Young   and   Company   is   a   national   accoi]nting   firm,

with   off ices   in   New   York   City,   and   elsewhere.      Ernst   &   Whinney,

ac`countants   for   the   creditors'   committee,   is   also   a   national

accounting   I irm.      The   debtor  contends  that   the  New  York  billing

rates  for  these  attorneys  and  accountants  are  approximately  twice

those   charged   for  similar  services   in  Salt  I,ake  City  and  must  be

reduced   to   the   rates   prevailing    in   the   situs   of   the    case.

Debtor's   Memorandum   in   Support   of  Objection   to   Fee  Applications

at   7   (June   25,1984).      This   "community   standard"   approach   enjoys

some  judicial  support  aTnong    the  bankruptcy  courts.    ±  ir,  Ep

re   Werth

Estate

32    B.R.    442    (Bkrtcy.    D.    Colo.1983)j    In

Investment Trust
re   Nova   Real

25   B.R.    252,    9   B.C.D.1310,    7   C.B.C.2d

994    (Bkrtcy.    E.D.    Va.1982)i   Matter of  Liberal Market Inc..,    24
B.R.      653,      9     B.C.D.      1216      (Bkrtcy.     S.D.     Ohio     1982)i      In     re

Int ernation al   Coins &   Currenc Inc, 23   B.a.    814,    9   B.C.D.    929

(Bankruptcy   D.    Vt.1982);    Matter   of
R.C. Sanders   Technol

£X±±£E±±±±i   21   B.R.    40,   6   C.B.C.   40,   6   C.B.C.2d   150   (Bj{rtcy.

D.N.H.1982);        In   re Sutherland

(Bkrtcy.   D.   vt.1981).

14   B.R.    55,    58,    4.C.B.C.2d    1580
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A  discussion   of   this   controversial   issue  must  begin  with   a

brief  look  at  six  recent  decisions,   two   from   the   United   States

Supreme    Court,    one    from    the   Tenth   Circuit,    and     three   from

bankruptcy  courts.

In   Hensle v.   Eckerhart •  £|±E££.   the  Supreme  Court   set   forth
the   standards   to  be  applied   in  Tnaking   fee  awards   under  the  Civil

Rights  Attorney's   Fees  Award  Act  of   1976,    42   U.S.C.    §1988.      The

Court   adopted   the   "lodestar"   approach,   with  consideration  of  the
"    Johnson factors,.2l   and   urged   parties   requesting   fees   to

exercise   billing   judgment   and  exclude   "hours  that   are  excessive,

redundant,   or   otherwise   unnecessary .... "22  The  Supreme  Court

again   considered   the  Civil   Rights   Attorney's   Fees   Award   Act   of

1976   in   Blum   v. Stenson U.S._,104S.   Ct.1541,   7.9   L.   Ed.

2d   891    (1984).       In   that   case,    the   issue   was   whether   Congress

intended  fee  awards  to  nonprofit  legal  services  organizations   to

be   calculated   at   cost  or  at  prevailing  market  rates.     The  Legal

21

22
±±s  text   following  footnote  38,   infra.

The  Court  stated:    The most  useful  Starting  point  for  determining
the  amount  of  a  reasonable  fee  is  the  number  of  hours  reasonably
expended   on   the   litigation  ITiultiplied  by  a  reasonable  hourly
rate.    This  calculation  provides  an  objective  basis  on  which  to
make   an   initial  estimate  of  the  value  of  a  lawyer's  services.
The   party   seeking   an   award   of   fees   should   submit   evidence
support.ing   the   hours   worked   and   rates   claimed.     Where   the
documentation  of  hours   is   inadequate,   the   district   cou`rt   may
reduce  the  award  accordingly.
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Aid   Society  of  New  York,   a  private   nonprof it   law  office,   com-

menced  an  action   on   behalf   of   Medicaid   Recipients   against   the

Commissioner   of   the  Ne   York  State  I)epartment  of  Social  Services

seeking  to  enjoin  the  State's   practice   of   terminating   Medicaid

benefits    without   due   process.       The   district    court    granted

judgment   for   the   plaintiffs   and   the   Second   Circuit   affirmed.

When   the    Legal    Aid    Society    f iled   a   request    for   reasonable

at.torneys'    fee;   under   42   U.S.C.   Sl988,   th'e   State   argL]ed   that

hourly   rates   for   such   fee  awards  should  be  based  on  cost  rather

than  on  prevailing  Tnarket   rates.     The  Supreme  Court   examined   the

legislative  history  of  §1988   and  held  that  Congress  intended  that

market  rates  would  govern  the  allowance  of  attorneys'   fees   under

the  statute.

The   statute   and   legislative   history   establish   thatnreasonable   fees"   under   §1988   are  to  be   calculated   according
to   the   prevailing   market   rates   in   the  relevant  community,
regardless  of  whether  plaintiff  is  represented  by  private  or
nonprofit  counsel.

E|t   104  S.   Ct.   at  547   (footnote  omitted.).

Ihe  Tenth   Circuit,   in  Ramos  v.   I.
713   F.2d   at   546,

recently    established    further    guidelines    for    the    award    of

attorneys'    fees   under   42   U.S.C.    §1988.       The   Court   held    that
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absent   "unusual   circumstances'   attorneys'   fees  would  be  based  on

rates  prevailing   "in  the  area  in  which  the  Court  sits   calculated

as  of  the  time  the  Court  awards   fees."     Id.   at   555.
_

In   two   recent   bankruptcy  decisions   the   issue  before  this

Court  was  squarely  presented.      In  Matter  of

36    B.R.    401
Baldwin United   Corp.,

(Bkrtcy.   S.D.   Ohio   1984),   the  Court   made   an   initial

deterapination  of  fee  standards  to  be  applied  prior  to   the   filing

of   any   applications   for   interim   compensation.     The  Court  con-

sidered  whether  professionals   would   be   allowed   to   charge   their

customary  hourly  rates,   or  would  be  restricted  to  the  prevailing

hourly  rates   charged   for  like  services  in  Cincinnati.      The   Coinrt

determined  that  to  "limit   fees   to  the  rates  charged  by  Cincinnati

bankruptcy  lawyers,   merely   because   these   cases   happened   to   be

filed   in   Cincinnati,   would   be   a   position   too   capricious   and

parochial   to   withstand   analysis   under   [Section]    330."     Id.   at
_

402.      In  E|±i=Wil_sL±±±Beis_  C_o_rp.,   36   B.R.   3i7.   11   R  r  h
36    B.R.     317,11    B.C..D.    722

(Bkrtcy.    W.D.    Okla.1984),    the   Court   held   that   the    "unusual

circumstances"   of   the   case   warranted   the    allowance   of   pro-

fessional   compensation,   including   that   sought   by  New  York   law

firms,   at   rates  normally  charged   by   such   professionals,   rather

than   at   the   rates   prevailing   in   the   Oklahoma   City   area.      The

Court   determined    that    "large    and    complex"    Chapter    11    cases

justify   looking   to   a  national,   rather   than   a   local,  market   in

awarding   fees.     The   court  explained:
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faced   by   the   court   in   Ramos.    -Accor

We  also  noted  the  legislative  history  of  section  330(a)
where  the  Congress  expressed   the  view   that   .the   policy   of
this   Section   is   to   compensate   attorneys   and   other   pro-
fessionals  serving  in  a  case  under  title  11  at  the  same  rate
as   the   attorney  or   other  professional  would  be  compensated
for  performing   comparable   services   other   than   in   a   case
under   title   11."      124   CONG.   REC.   32,-294   (1978).      It   appears
contrary   to   this   legislative   intent   to   deny   bankruptcy
lawyers   from  other   regions  the  normal   fees  charged  clients
when  their  expertise   is   needed   in   a   complex   proceeding   in
this`venue.     the  better  view  is  that  the  matters  surrounding
this   estate   do   indeed   warrant   special   consideration   and
constitute   more  unusual   and  unique  circumstances  than  those
I _  _ _  J     1  _        ,  ,

dingly,   we   find   that
arge  rates  normally  charged  clients   in

their  respective  ragionai  areas  for  counsel  time  expended   in________I      _ -.-. 'J-+I     IL+C|,LO     LIJ

*t,-~--_____I-. ___

outside   counsel  may  ch

these  proceedings.

£e.,   36   B.R.   at   32i.

An   earlier   bankruptcy  court  decision  agreed   that  the  policy

behind  the  enactment  of  Section  330   favored  allowing  oilt-of-state

attorneys   compensation   at  their  regular  billing  rates.   In  In  re

Atlas Automation Inc.,    27    B.R. 820,10    B.C.D.118,    8   C.B.C.2d

236    (Bkrtcy.    E.D.    Mich.1983),    the   bankruptcy   court   allowed

counsel   for  the  creditors'   committee  to   receive   compensation   at

his  customary  billing  rate,  which  exceeded  that  of  attorneys  from

the  Flint,   Michigan,   area  regularly  practicing  before   the   court.

The  court  explained   its  reasoning  as  follows:

Consistent  with   the   new  position   on   fees   must   be   the
inference   that  more  experienced  practitioners  with  regional
or  metropolitan   practices   should   be   encouraged   to   accept
appointments   in   cases   f iled   in   less   populous  communities.
It  is  Simply   a   fact   that   in   a   small   community   like   Flint
there   are   just   not   that   many   Ch.   11   cases  filed  involving
substantial  assets  and  liabilitie§j   in  this  instance,   Atlas
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Automation   dwarfed   almost   all   the   other  Ch.   11   cases  then
pending   in   this   unit   by   the   extent   of   its  operations   and
corporate     complexities.         One    would    expect    under    the
circumstances   that   an    attorney   who   has    regularly   been
appointed   by   the   Bankruptcy  Court   in  Detroit   in  comparably
complex  cases  would  have  the  relevant  experience   that   would
Tnake  him  an  attractive  candidate  to  the  creditors   committee.

Ibis   Court   observes   that   almost   all   of   the   Ch.    11•regularsn   with  of I ices   in  greater  Flint  were  appointed  or
privately  retained  to  represent  parties  or  creditors  in  this
case.      This   Court  does  not  take  the  position,   however,   that
unless   all   of   the   competent   Ch.    11   lawyers   are   already
appointed  or. represent  creditors  or  equity  security  holders,
local  rates  apply  to  regional  or  metrop,olitan  attorneys   who
accept   appointment  by  the  Court.     the  Flint-based  attorneys
who  represented  other  parties  in  the   case   Should,   and   may,
have   welcomed   'tilting   in   the  lists"   with   an   experienced
insolvency  lawyer  from  Detroit.

From   the   Court's   perspective,   appointment  of  regional
or  metropolitan  counsel   also  has   a  prophylactic  effect   on
the   administration  of  bankruptcy  cases.     Such  counsel  often
enjoy  the  independence  which   is  required   to   take   an   appeal
from   an   erroneous   ruling   of  or   abuse  of  discretion  by  the
bankruptcy  court;   one  need  not   emphasize  perhaps   that   local
counsel  perceive  themselves  as  constrained   in  taking   appeals
when  their  professional   income   i§  dependent   upon   favorable
review  of   fee  petitions   in  the  mine  run  of  cases  by  the  one
or  two  bankruptcy  judges   in  town.     In  addition,   appointment
of   regional   or   metropolitan   counsel   may   also   introduce
insightful  or  innovative   strategies   in   the   formulation   of  .
plans  or  the  prosecution  of  claims   in  adversary  proceedings.

.  The   dark   side   of   limiting   regional   or   metropolitan
attorneys   to  local  rates  is  to  protect  parochial  values  and
the   cozy  comfort   of   a   close-knit   professional   family   of
bench-and-bair.     That   form  of  professional   inbreeding  has,
unfortunately,    led    to    widespread    public    suspicion    of
impropriety. or  corruption.     An  effective  antidote  is  to  open
appointments  to  all  qualified  applicants.

E|i   27  B.R.   at   822-23.
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Against   this   backdrop  of   recent   case   law,   the   Court  must

consider  these  applications.     Itlmust  be  noted  that   fee  decisions

in   civil   rights   cases  have  often  provided  guidance  to  bankruptc'y

courts   in   making   allowances   under   the   Bankruptcy  Act   and   the

Code.    £S£. £ifi.  :|£E±S±±jii±££±=£±ij!±fl±_,__ Inc. ,  488
F.2d    714    (5th   Cir.1974);    Co eland   v. Marshall 641    F.2d    880
(D.C.   Cir.1980).   But   it   is   the   Bankruptcy  Code   itself  and   the

intent  of  Congress   in  enacting  Section   330   that   are   dispositive

of   the   issue   before   the   Court.    C£.i- Blum    v.     s tenson
(resolution  of  the  issues   'begins  and  ends  with

of   the   attorney's  fee  statute)i   Hensle

Supra

an  interpretation

Eckerhart '   quELE±   (the
standards   set   forth   are  generally   applicable   to  all   cases   in

which  Congress  has   authorized   an   award   of   fees   to   a   "prevailing

Partyn ) .

Allowances   of  professional   compensation   under   the  Bankruptcy

Act  were  governed   by   former  Bankruptcy  Rule   219(a)   which   required

the   Court   to   take   into   account   "conservation  of  the  estate  and

the  interests  of  creditors."     Economy  of   administration   became

the   paramount   consideration. See  Matter  of__:_ tJ.S.   Golf Cor p.    639

I

V.2d   1197   (5th   Cir.1981).      ±  g±,   3A     COIjLIER   ON

BANKRUPTCY   ||62.05[1],    at   1427-28    (14th   ed   1975).      Section   330   of

the  Code  was   the  result  of  a  deliberate   change   in   Congressional

policy,   which   is   best   exemplified   by   the   different   standards

proposed  by  the   Report  of  the  Commission   on   the   Bankruptcy   I.ays
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of   the   United   States,   the   House   Report   on   H.R.    8200,   and   the

Senate  Report  on  S.2266.    ± g±,  Anderson  a  Miller,  "New
Rules   for  Compensation   in  Bankruptcy  Proceedings,"   86  Comm.   L.   J.

79,    84-85    (1981).

The    bankruptcy   bill    proposed   by    the    Commission    on    the

Bankruptcy   I,aws   of   the   United   States   would   have   retained.  the
"econ`omic   spirit"  of  the  Bankruptcy  Act.     ±    Note  accompanying

Section  4-404(cL   Report  of  the  Commission  on  the  Bankruptcy  Laws

of   the   United   States,   H.R.   Doc.   No.   93-137,   93d   Gong.,    lst   Sess.

Pt.    I   at   108-09    (1973).      The   Senate   Report   accompanying   S.2266,

likewise,   would  have  limited  professional   fees  to   "the   lower   end

of    the    spectrum    of    reasonableness."       The   Report    states    in

pertinent  part: .

Section    330    authorizes    the    court    to    award
compensation    for    services    and    reimbursement    of
expenses    of    officers    of    the    estate,    and   other
professionals.           Ihe     compensation      is      to     be
reasonable,   for   economy   in   administration   is   the
basic  objective.     Compensation   is   to   be   for   actual
necessary   services,   based   on   the   time   spent,   the
nature,   the   extent   and   the  value  of   the   services
rendered,   and   the   cost   of   comparable   services   in
nonbankrupcy   cases.     there   are   the   criteria   that
have   been   applied  by  the  courts  as  analytic  aids   in
defining   "reasonablen   compensation.

The    reference    to    "the    cost    of    comparable
services"   in  a  nonbankruptcy  case   i§  not   intended   as
a  change  of  existing   law.     In  a  bankruptcy  case  fees
are  not  a  matter   for  private   agreement.     There   is
inher`ent   a   "public   interest"   that   "must   be   con-
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sidered   in  awarding   fees,"   Massachusetts  Mutual   Life
Insurance    Co.    v.    Brock,    405    F2d    429,     432     (CA5,
1968),    cert   den,   395   US   906    (1969).

S.   Rep.   No.    95-989,   9th   Cong„   2d   Sess.   40   (1978),1978   U.S.   Code

Gong.   a   Admin.   New,   p.5826.

The   House   of   Representatives   adopted   a  contrary  position,

and  based  fee  ayards  on   .the  cost  of  comparable  servicesn   rather

than  on  principles   of  economy.     The  Report   accompanying  H.R.   8200

emphasizes  the   iTnportances  of  attracting   the   highest   caliber   of

professional  persons  to  bankruptcy  practice.

The    compensation    is    to    be    reasonable,    for
actual   necessary   services   rendered,   based   on   the
time,   the  nature,   the  extent,   and   the   value   of   the
services   rendered,   and   on   the   cost   of   comparable
Services  other   than   in   a  case   under   +ha   h--I --.-- i
__I_ under   the   bankruptcy

last   provision   is   to
Convale

code.       The   effect--6f-t-h-:
overrule   In

ELc'h 5s4e8t
re  Beverl Crest

an  arbitrary  limit  on  fees
scent   Hos

as   amen
on   the   amourit--o-f--: ua'i s+t[£"i+c[t °: u:egees, spas:%er.y ,baas:g
other,     similar    cases    that    require    fees    to    be
determined  based  on  notions   of   conservation   of   the
estate   and   economy  of  administration.     If  that  case
were   allowed   to  stand,   attorneys   that   could   earn
much   higher   incomes   in  other  fields  would   leave  the
bankruDtfTv     arah5             I__.___        .

__.__    _ ...... c..    iit=iLQs   woulcl   leavebankruptcy   arena.       Bankruptcy    specialists,
enable   the   System  to  operate  smoothly,   efficien
and  expeditiously,   would   be   driven   elsewhere.
the   hart,r"-,J-.-I-._i  ,

who
tly,

the   bankruptcy  field  would  be  occupied  by  those_ ,,,, _...   uE   uLLveT]   elsewhere,

could   not   f ind   other   work   and   those   who   pract
bankruptcy   law  only  occasionally  almost   as   a  pub
Service.     Bankruptcy  fees   that   are   lower   than   f,1  n    A+h--     -__  _  _     _   -     .  .          _

and
who
ice
lie_______r_.I    +FF-ilial    are   lower   than   fees

in  other   areas   of   the   legal  profession  may  operate
properly  when  the  attorneys  appearing  in   bankruptcy
cases.do   so   intermittently,   because  a  low  fee  in  a
small   segment  of  a  practice  can  be  absorbed  by  other
work.      Bankruptcy  specialists,   however,   if  required
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to   accept    fees    in   all   of   their   cases   that   are
consistently   lower   than   fees   they   could   receive
elsewhere,   will  not  remain  in  the  bankruptcy  field.

H.R.    95-595,    95th   Gong.,   lst-Sess.   329-30    (1977).

In  the  end,   the  liberal   standard  of  compensation  proposed  by

the  House  prevailed   and  the   "economy   principle"   was   abolished.

The   joint   explanatory  statement  of  the  floor  managers   indicates

the  unmistakable  intent  of  Congress  to  change  prior  practice.

Section     330(a)      contains     the     standard     of
nfa+i^r\    ai--L_i    -._    ,,-- _._______        ...`       eiciiludracompensation   adopted   in   HR   8200   as   passed   by

House  rather  than  the  contrary  standard  contained
the   Senate   amendment.      Attorneuel   fa^ -..-   L---I

services   are  entitled  to  command   the   same   compet_.        --_''-'`L    iJaJIJ\rupccy    1

of    counsel    as    Other    cases.        In    +h£+    i<-LL

the
in
Cy
ly
al

L..I   pEiicile   alTienament.      Attorneys`   fees   in   bankrupt
cases    can   be   quite   large   and   should   be   close
examined   by   the   court.      However   bankruptcy   leg
Services   are   ant.i+lad   +^   I -.-- ___I   ,.

ency__    __ ..... +    qo    i7LLier    cases.        In    that    light,    the_i

policy  of   this   section   is   to   compensate  attorneys
and   other   professionals   serving   in   a   case   under
title   11   at   the   same   rate  as  the  attorney  or  other
professional   would   be   compensated   for   performing
comparable  services  other  than  in  a  case  under  title
11.         Contrary    language     in     the     Senate     report
accompanying   S   2266   is   rejected,   and  Massachusetts
Mutual   I,ife   Insurance   Company  v.   Brook,   405   F2d   429,
432   (5th   Cir   1968)   is   overruled.     Notions  of  economy
of  the  estate  in  fixing   fees   are  outdated   and   have
no  place   in  a  bankruptey  code.
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fl24   Cong.   Rec.   Hllo9l    (daily   ed.   Sept.    28,    1978)    (remarks   of

Representative   Edwards);   124   Gong.   Rec.   S17408   (daily   ed.   Oct.   6,

1978)

327,

(remarks   of   Senator  Deconcini).     Cf.
__ In re   Mcliean 6   B.R.

328,   Bankr.    L.   Rep.    (CCH)    fl    67,   638,    2   C.B.C.2d   1260   (Bkrtcy

E.D.   Va.1980)    ("With   the   advent   of   the   Bankruptcy  Code   came   the

abolition   of   the   economy  principle,   a  time-honored  yet  curious

notion  that  attorneys  practicing  bankruptcy   should   be  paid   less

than  those  practicing  in  other  forums").    ±  gsEsefty.  Butenas'
ff Establishing  Attorneyts   Fees   Under  the  New'Bankruptcy  Code,n   37

The    Bus.    IIaw.    77     (1981);    Anderson    &    Miller,     "New    Rules    for

CoTnpensation    in    Bankruptcy    Proceedings,.    86    Comm.    Ij.    J.    79

(1981) .

Congress   intended   for   Tnarket   rates   to  govern  allowances  of

fees   in   bankruptcy   cases.      It   would   be   contrary   to   the   clear

intent   of   Congress   to   impose   community  based  wage   controls  over

professional   fees.        Attorneys'   hourly   rates   are   fixed   by   the

market   in  which   they  customarily  practice,   not   by  the  Court.     The

stress   of    competition   tends    to   establish   market    rates    for

professional   services,   which   Jnay   not   be  uniform  throughout   the

nation.     Experience  has  shown  that  only  in  unusually   large   cases

with    significant    creditor    interest   do   out-of-State   counsel

actively   participate  in  proceedings  before  this  Court.23  In  such

23
This   case   is   national   in   scope.     The.  creditor  maj.ling  matrix
I iled  wi.th  the  Court  reflects  that  Jensen-Parley  Pictures  has
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cases,   the   Court   is   free   to  look  to  a  national  market   in  making

fee   allowances.      The   bankruptcy   court   does   not   sit   as   a   wage

board.24

Conflicts of  Interest

(i)   Ernst &    Whinne The  debtor  asks  the  Court   to  disallow
the   fees   and   costs   sought   by   Ernst   &  Whinney  in  their  entirety

based  upon  an  alleged   conflict   of   interest.      Ernst   &   Whinney!s.

representation    of    an     interest     adverse    to    t.he    estate    is

exemplified  by  the  debtor  in  a  letter  sent  by  the  Toronto  of f ice

of   Ernst    &    Whinney    to    the   debtor   on    behalf   of    a   group   of

investors   ih   a   film  project.     The   letter   stated   that   Ernst   &

Whinney   was   the.  investors' representative  and   in  their/opinion
and  that  of  their  attorneys  the  filing  of  Chapter  11   constituted

a   clef ault   by  Jensen-Parley  Pictures  under  the  film  distribution

agreement.      Ernst   &  Whinney   demanded   an   accounting   and   advised

that  they `had   instructed  the  Canadian  film  laboratory  handling

creditors  in  45  States,   the  District  of  Columbia,   Canada,  Mexico,
and  England.

The.  Bankruptcy   Court    in   Wilson
circumstances"-exception

24

FOods
|n

applied   the   "unusual
Ramos  to allow counsel  for_______  I.vL`--Lui.ai.a   Lu  c[iarge   tne  rates  they  normally  Charged

clients  in  their  respective  regions  of  the  country.     In  holding
that  the market-based  standard  of Section  330  includes  a national
market   in  certain  eases,   this  Court  expresses  no  opinion  as .to
the  applicability  of  the  ''unusua|  cirr]i]met-an^a„  ^ ---- I -.--.-..

various  professionals  to  charge  the
_.   _,    _  __   ,,---

.L____~..-„  -L  LHE    u[iusuai  Elrcurnstances"  exception  to the
rule   of  Ramos   v.   Ijamm,   §upra.
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the  film  to  refuse  Jensen-Parley  and  their  assigns  and  successors

all  access,to   the  master   negative.      In   the   debtor's   view   this

action  constitutes   a  representation  of  interests  adverse  to  the

estate  in  violation  of  Section  1103(b)   and  warrants  denial  of   all

fees  and   costs   under  Section  328(c).

The   conflict  of   interest   question   is   not   susceptible   to

resolution   on   the  present  State  of  the  record.     Although   argued

and'  briefed  by  the  debtor,   the  arguments   and'  memoranda   submitted

by  Ernst   a  Whinney  do  not   address  or  even  mention  this  matter.     A

further  hearing  must  be  held   to   determine   whether   all   fees   and

expenses   requested   by   Ernst   &  Whinney  must   be  denied  or   reduced

under  Section   328(c).25

Section   1103(a)   does   not   specifically  require   accountants

employed  by  a  creditors'   committee  to  be   "disinterested   persons"

as   that   term   i§   defined   in   Section   101(13)   of   the  Code.        If,

however,    such    accountants    are    not    "disinterested    persons,"

compensation   for   Services  rendered   and  reimbursement   for  expenses

incurred  may  be  denied  by  the  Court  unless  adequate  d.isclosure   is

made   and   prior   approval   of   the   Court   is   obtained.      11   U.S.C.

25
Elsewhere   this   court  has  had  occasion  to  examine   confli.;ts  of

i::er8e2Sct_a:oS3u7bs(tBa£:i:i.]eDn.gt3€ah¥F=nD.ren=°berDts)'maBr.kR,.FT:
Counsel   are   advised   to   consider   that   decision   prior   to   an
evidentiary  hearing  in  this  matter.
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S328(c).      In   its  ex  parte  application  to  employ   accountants,   the

creditors'   committee  failed  to  disclose  the  relationship  of  Ernst

a   Whinney   to   the  debtor.   ±££  Bankruptcy  Rule   2014(a).     Those  who

seek  appointments   as  professional  persons   in  bankruptcy  cases  owe

the  duty  of  complete  disclosure  of  all   facts   bearing   upon   their

eligibility   for such   appointment.     i  Matter of   Futuronics
!g=n,   6.55   F.2d   463,    469   (2d   Cir.1981),   cert.   denied,    455  `U;S.

941,102   S.    Ct.1435,   71   li.   Ed.2d   653   (1982).   If   the   application

had   disclosed   Ernst   &   Whinney's   affiliation   with   an   interest

adverse   to   the   estate   with   respect   to  the  matter  on  which   they

were  to  be   employed,   the   appointment  would  have  been  denied.

(2)    Arthur   Yoinn &Com .     In  considering  the  application
of  Arthur   Young   &   Company,   accountant   for   the  debtor,   the  Court

must  raise  an  issue  not  previously   addressed   by   the   parties   or

the   Court.      This   is   the   guestion   of   Arthur   Young   &   Company's

eligibility  to  serve.  as   accountant   since   it   is   a   prepetition

creditor  of  Jensen-Parley  Pictures.

Section   327(a)   authorizes  the  debtor   in  possession,   subject

to  the  Court's  approval,   to  employ  professional  persons,   such   as

attorneys,   accountants,   appraisers,   and  auctioneers,   to  represent

or  perform  services  for  the  estate.     Only  "disinterested"  persons
"that  do  not  hold  or  represent  an  interest  adverse  to  the  estate"

may     be     employed     by     the     debtor   in  possession.        H.R.   Rep.   No.
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95-595,    95th   Cong.,   lst   Sess.   328   (1977).      Section   1107   provides

that   "notwithstanding  section  327(a)   of   this   title,   a  person   is

not   disqualif led   for   employment   by   or   representation   of   the

debtor  before  the   commencement   of   the   case."      But   the   phrase   "

disinterested   person"    is   defined   in   Section   101(13)    to   mean

someone  who  is   .not   a  creditor."

The   definition   of   "disinterested   personn   is   adapted   from

Section   158   of  Chapter  X  of   the   Bankruptcy   Act,11   U.S.C.    §558

(repealedL       H.R.    Rep.    No.  .95-595,    95th   Gong.,    lst   Sess.    310

(1977);    S.    Rep.    No.    95-989,    95th   Cong„    2d    Sess.    23    (1978L

Section   158   clef ined   four   classes   of  persons   who   were   not   deerned

disinterested,   as  follows:

A  person
the  purposes
Act,   i£  --

Shall   not  be  deemed  disinterested,   for
of  section   156   and   section   157   of   this

(i)     he   is   a   creditor   or   stockholder   of   the
debtor;   or

(2)     he   is   or   was   underwriter   of   any   of   the
outstanding  securities  of  the  debtor  or  within   f ive
years   prior   to   the   date   of   the   filing   of   the
petition  was   the   underwriter   of   any   securities  of
the  debtor;  or

(3)     he   is,   or   was   within   two  years   prior   to
the  date  of  the  filing  of  the  petition,   a  director,
officer,    or   employee   of   the   debtor   or   any   such
underwriter,   or  an  attorney   for   the  debtor   or   such
underwriter;   or

other`!ire::oarppienadri:e:Eafe|haetiho::ii3yt::a:::n::tf:f
with,   or  interest  in  the  debtor  or  such  underwriter,
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or   for   any   reason  an  interest  materially  adverse  to
the  interests  of  any  class  of  creditors  or  stock-
holders .

E±  £|E8   former  Bankruptcy  Rule  lo-202(c)(2)   (supersededL   Under
Section   158   and   Bankruptcy   Rule   lo-202(cL   it  was   conclusively

presumed  that   a  person   who   is   a   creditor   was   incapabl-e   of   the

impartial   judgment  required  in  the  administration  of  the  Chapter

X   case, i  Matter  of Realt
F.Supp.1007    (E.D.   N.Y.1944).

ness   was   rigidly   applied   in

±iEiLAuto_JpeE±±£jEjgiv±
Meredit V.    Thral |s

Associat es   See urities  Co '56
The  requirement  of  dig.interested-

chapterx.   ±HJ In`re   Ocean

184    F.2d    726,    728    (3d   Cir.1950);

144   F.2d   473,   474   (2d  Cir.),±
323   U.S.    758,    64   S.    Ct.    92,    89   Ii.    Ed.    607    (1944).

In  its   application   for   appointment   as   accountant   in   this

case,   Arthur   Young   &   Company   did   not   disclose   its   status   as   a

prepetition  creditor  of  Jensen-Parley  Pictures,   with  an  unsecured

claim   exceeding   $48,000.      Had   it   done   so,   the   Court   would   have

denied   the   appointment   or   authorized   it   subject   to  waiver   by

Arthur   Young   &   Company   of   its   prepetition   claim.      See   ln

Roberts
re

•   £EBE±.   note   25.      Since   Arthur  Young   &   Company   is   not,

and   at   the   time   of   its   appointment   was   not,   a   disinterested

person,   the  Court  may  in   its  discretion  disallow  all   compensation

and   reimbursement   of  expenses.     ±  11   U.S.C.   S328(c).     The  Court

must   ultimately   decide   whether  Arthur  Young   &   Company  should  be

allowed  to.cure  the  disqualifying  circumstance  by  permitting   the
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matter  without  giving  the  accountant

accountant   to   waive   its   prepetition   claim  at   this  time.     Since

neither   the   debtor,   the   ereditors'    committee,   nor   the   Court

previously  raised  the  conflicts  of  interest  question  with  respect

to  Arthur  Young   a   Company,   it   would   be   unfair   to   rule   on   this

rh,|L __    _    .  .  ,

an  opportunity  to  be  heard.

_._i===|=|==L±[iE_[E£E±Efii9l±i9P
of   Fee  A cations

Few  subjects  have  received   so  much   attention   in  the   reported

decisions   of   the   bankruptcy   courts   as
__  _-`      -`,L       I,LIJ-fessional   services.     It   is  curious  that  after  all  that  has  been

written   on   the   subject,    there   is   still   no   adequate   set   of

guidelines     for     the    preparation     and    presentation     of     fee

applications.      For   the   benefit   of   the   bankruptcy   bar   in   the
i ..  - I _ -.  _ ,district      and certainly   not   for   this

which  govern   its   fee  decisions.26

compensation   for   pro-

case   alone,    the   Court_      _ _ --1perceives  the  need  to  identify  the  principles   and  considerations
L,I -,  _L

26

..____ ....  vL  a     i'Losea  shop."  see20   B.R.    902,    904,    9   B.c.D.    298,    6   c.B.c.2TaT9
Mich.1982),   vacated,   23   B.R.   517,   9   B.C.D.   «
(E.n_    Mi.hL       ihni`          __

While   the   practice  of  bankruptcy  law  is   complex,   the  court   is
desirous  of,   and  administration  of  justice  requires,   a   system
open  to  competent  members  of  the  general  bar  and  the  elimination
Of  even  the  appearance  of  a  "closed  shoo..  .q6a  ws+.I--I  -`-       -
2n    a   a       I)ni       ^^J       - Matter Of  All

(a.D.   Mich.1982).     Cf.   |n  ro  piA|.-~     `i-      A .----         '     ---- J'    I.J`..`                      .,    ,___.`„   --i3.I{.   5L/,   9B.C.D.   641,   7C.B.C.2d   854
'           _ . _ , -I,    1

:£i;tor;1.L`J;:Lu'tdai),.De¥Effi££±Nt°±.ng84aAn-
the  numerous  fee  applications  tha+   ira  h-I--
.,-,. 1  JJ     ,            ,            _i-5=-5=EhL==.=ap;P` :.L~C`a`.SILO:ls   that   are   5res5€would  be  both  exceedingly  time   cor}suming   and

:f3j7£i:::i,  reFS°hur:e_S. .  I^n.` .re  Standard  pouitr_   _  _ __ --,J ®
643   (Bkrtcy.   E.D.   Pa.   1
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Notice. Consideration   of   fee   requests   by   professional  persons

employed   under  Sections   327   and   1103  of  the  Code   requires   notice

and   a  hearing   by   the  Court.       11   U.S.C.    §§330,    331.      Bankruptcy

Rule   2002(a)(7)   requires  20  days   notice  by  mail   to  all   creditors

of  hearings  on  applications  for  compensation  or  reimbursement   of

expenses   totaling   in   excess   of   Sloo.     The  notice  must   identify

the    applicant    and    the    amount    requested.         Bankruptcy    Rule

2002(c)(2).      In   addition,   this   Court  may  require   the  notice   to

identify  the  dates   and   amounts   of  prior   allowances   of   interim

coTnpensation.     An  applicant   is  not  permitted  to  estimate  fees   and

costs  which  will   be   incurred   after   filing   the   application   a-nd

Prior  to
included

Restauran

the   hearing   thereon.   Those  fees   and  expenses  should  be

in   the   subsequent   application.     See   In
___    _     --

t    &    Hotel CO.

Matter   of Liberal

re  Ritz Carlton
60    F.    Supp.    861,    867     (D.N.J.1945);

Market

(Bkrtcy.   S.D.   Ohio   1982).

Content OfA |ication

Inc® 24    B.R.    653,    663,    9   B.C.D.    1216

.27   Bankruptcy  Rule   2016   provides   that   the
fee   application   filed  with   the   Court  must   contain   a   detailed

statement  of   (1).  the  services

27
rendered,    (2)    time   expended,    (3)

A    reqi]est    for    an    allowance    of    interim    compensation    and
reiTnbursement  of  expenses   is  by   application  to  the   hart-i`r`.,-`-
rrt'tt.+    i-i    --I    L__   __    ,   ,

__   _..I_ .... `.   I.   uy   cippl.ication  to   the   bankruptcy
court  and  not  by  motion,   petition,   or  filing   a  proof  of  claim.
gEfr  ]h]  U:€:C. .§3_31_;  I.j=±LTaylor  Transoort  Tn.   _   in  a  n     ni-     .^Port  Inc. 28   B.R.   832,10

1983).    ±EP=
^`+

_  _  -     ,, _ - `. ,
5TC.D.  .-426,    8   C.B.
Bankruptcy   Rule   2016{ a)   with 10

Bankruptcy  Rule   9013.
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Victorian   novel,"   In  re

expenses   incurred,   and   (4)   amounts  requested.      In   addition,   the

rule  requires  that  the  application  contain  a  statement  as  to  what

payments   have  thereto fore  been  made  or  promised  to  the  applicant

for  services  rendered  or  to  be   rendered   in   connection  with   the

case,   the   source   thereof ,   and  whether  any  fee   sharing   agreement

exists.      Ihe   application   need   not   be   the   size   of   a   nboring
i        _     1                          ,

Hotel   As sociates Inc.
5.C.B.C.2d   669    (Bkrtcy.    E.D.    Pa.1981),`but   should   contain   a

narrative  description  of  the  proceedings,   the  problems   involved,

the   difficulty   of   the   problems,   how  each  problem  was  resolved,

and    what    results

Elec tronics   C
were    achieved.    See    ln    rei-I - .

15    B.R.    487,.488

IJ a f a ette Radio
16    B.R.    360,    361    (Bkrtcy.    E.D.   N.Y.1982).

The   application   may   also   contain   a   description   of  the  status,

experience,     and    background    of    the    applicant.        Either    the

application   or   the   time   records   should   include   a  summary  of  the

normal   hourly   billing   rates   of   each   professional    and   para-

professional   and  the  total  hours  for  each.

Veri fication .        Authority    for    the    allowance    and    payment    of

expenses  to  professional  persons   is   found   in  Sections   330  and  331

of   the   Code.       Bankruptcy   Rules    2002    and    2016   prescribe    the

procedure     for    making     application     to    the     Court     for    such

allowances.     The  Bankruptcy  Rules  neither  require  nor  provide   for

the  verification  of  fee  applications.    92Ep±  Bankruptcy  Rule
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developed   in

appl i cat ions

expenses.

appl i cat ions

f irm.ation   of

submitted   to

2016  Ei±  Bankruptcy  Rule  90ll(b).28    ± ±  former  Bankruptcy

:ule§    219(a)    and    9ll(bL           nonetheless,    the    practice    has
this  and  other  jurisdictions  of  submitting  verified

for   allowance  of   compensation   and   reimbursement   of

A   verification,   as   used   in   connection   with   fee

in   bankruptcy   cases,   is   nothing   more  than  a  con-

the   truth   and   correctness   of   the   time   records

the  Court.     Its  object  is  to  assure  the  good  faith
and   authenticity  of   those   records.     A   verification   is   not   a

substitute    for    testimony    in    support    of    a    contested    fee

applicatiorh   nor  does   it   limit   the  Court's   inquiry   as   to   the

services   rendered   or   reasonableness  of  the  fee  sought.     In  this

Court's  view,   the  signature  of  the  attorneyor  other  professional

who  submits  a  fee  application  constitutes  a  certificate  by  him  of

the    correctness    of   his    time    records    of    services    actually

rendered.     ±  Bankruptcy  Rule   90ll(a).     A  verification  is  not

28

_ _J_ ---,, J    I
2006(e));   (3)  motions  for  ex
(Bankruptcy  Rule  4001 ( a) ) ;i
--i _ __ _     , _       -

Pleadings  and  papers  which  require  verification  or  an  affidavit
are  in  petitions  ,  schedules,  statements  of  financial  affairs,
and  Chapter  n  statements  and  amendments  (Bankruptcy  Rule  loos) ;
(2)   lists   of  multiple  proxies   and   statements   of   facts   and
Circumstances   regarding   their   accluis=i.+i.^n    Jb --.---.
hh£ ,  _ \  ,,-- acquisition   (Bankruptcy  Rule__      _ _ -. t,      C+J| \J

.relief  from  the  automatic  §t._av__.  .`.L[L  LLu[n  cne  automatic  stay
E6Ttions  for  temporary restraining
!     and    , I \     ___

arte
----. I ---- i   I-caLLc]|nlng

065)i    and    (5)    emergency   motions   on
8011).     ±  Advisory  Committee  Note,
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required   in   order   to   impress   upon   an   aLLUL,._I'L£-.1-aef   in   the  matters   set   fort.h   in  the     fee
necessity  of  truthfulness

application.

Time

attorney's  conscience  th

ds.      Professional   persons   who   intend   to   seek   com----- i-+aim   meticulous

debtors'    estates    should   maintam   i`Lc:L+.__

time   records   and   such   records   should   reveal•    i=---aA   iudament
pensation   I ron
contemporaneous  .time   reco".   _.__

sufficientdatatoenabletheCourttomakeaninformedjudgment

about the specif ic tasks and hours allotted.   ir
-     -       ei`nra.     36  B.R.   at   320.     The  determination  of   the   adequacy-.    -I:^r`c   i§   left   to  thesg-'  gr,    J0  U,+`-  _
of   time   records   submitted  with   f ee   applications   is

Court,    and   where   necessary   the   bankruptcy   judge

require     an     applicant     to     testify     or     produce

docnmentation.      If   the   applicarLt   does   not   keep  or
----- ^rAe.   the  Court  will  resolve  every  doubt•±_

required  records,

applicant.
S.D.   Fla.1981).

entries   in   four   columns,   Its:a ,....,.

£essional  services  were  performed,   W   a.   ,_  _       +illlo

stru

is   I tee   to

additional

submit   the

against  the

CO,,tion

It  would  be

13   B.R.   735,.  737    (Bkrtcy.   a.u.    .__

the  Court   if   time   records  were   arranged   in  tabular
--1``mne.   listing   W   the   date   upon

rendered,    {3)    the   time
---L^`ir.    and    {4)    the

the   services

nearest  tenth   of   an  hour,   aiiu   `  _,

prof essional   or   paraprof e§sional  whoLLln     thol

Inc. ,

helpf ul  to

I orm   with

which  pro-

concise  description  of

spent   expressed   to   the

name  or   initials  of  the

performed   the   services.
a    in   general    usage    areP I u I. + - - _ _

Where    abbreviations    other    than   those    lil    i ,... __

employed,akeytosuchabbrevlationsshoul"eincluded.±E
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re   Horn a   Hardart Bakin CO',    30 B.R.    938,    939    (Bkrtcy.    E.D.    Pa.   .

1983)    (applications   rendered   Tneaningl,ess   by   constant   use   of

abbrevi ations ) .

The   Court   is   aware   that   time   and   record   keeping   are  tasks

that  most   lawyers  dislike  and  do  riot   always  perform  well.      In   re

Planners   & Develo Inc. 5    B.R.    217,    219,    6    B.C.D.    707,

2    C.B.C.2d    700,    69   A.L.R.    Fed.    639       (Bkrtcy.   D.    P.R.1980).       But

without   acci]rate   detailed   time   records   the    Court    lacks    any

objective  basis   for  making   a   fee   award.     Without   specificity,   fee

proceedings   become   unduly   bur6ensorne   to  the   Court   and   parties   ±n

interest.      It  may  lead  to  reduction   in  compensable  hours  or  to  a

denial   of   compensation  without  prejudice  to  renewing   the   request

upon   the   submission  of   additional   documentation.      But   seldom  will

a  party's  failure  to  provide  sufficient   documentation   result   in

an   outright   denial   of  compensation.     In  most   cases,   deficiencies

in  docL]mentation   are   cause   for   reduction,   rather   than   outright

denial,   of   fees.     See  Hensl v.   Eckerhart 461    U.S.    424,103   S.

Ct.1933,1939,    76    L.    Ed.    2d    40    (1983).       The    record    keeping

requirement,   while  obviously   important,   "should   not   be   imposed   in

a   draconian  manner." See  Action__   : -    -                     - on   Smok and   Health V.    C.A.B.
724     F.2d     211,     220     (D.C.     Cir.     984).         It    will    generally    be

satisfied   if  the  Court   can   from   the   application   alone,   or   from

the   application  aid  such   further  evidence  as   is  presented  at   the

hearing   determine   all   aspects   of   the   services   performed.     See
___
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Matter   of   Texas Gulf   Industries Inc.,    4    B.C.D. 186,191    n.8

(Bkrtcy.   S.D.   Tex.1978).         In   this   regard,   the   Standards   for

detail  and  specificity  for  the  records  set  forth  by  the   court   in

In   re   Nat ion/Ruskin Inc. 22   B.R.    207    (Bkrtcy.    E.D.   Pa.1982),

may   be   overexa.cting.   E±±± £ii Cohen   &   Thiros   v. Keen   Ent erprlses

EEii    44   B.R.    570,    573    (N.D.   Ind.1984)    (adopting   Nat i on/Ru s k`i n
standards).      Nonetheless,   time   records   should   "substantially

reflect    the    work    performed."

Develo ers, Inc. ,
29

See    In    re    Cit Planners     &

£J±E=±i   5   B.R.   at   2|9.29

The  larger,   longer  and  more  complex  the    case,   nthe  greater  the
possibility  that  overstatements  will  creep  into  the  figures,  no
--I i  _ __    I_  _ _ _      _  _    _   _   I,     ,1           ,   ,matter  how  carefully  they  are  compiled."   -De
Bio-Test  I,aboratorias
fees  are sought

letter.    See.  In

83  F.R.D.   615,   622
simone  v.  Industria

S.D.
Eg=f'f::er.a:.nuf.er°e[nJc'e::Zt:I;BioNn.eY.co[n9ver)s.at'::::

or  correspondence,  the  better  practice  is  to-   briefly  set  forth
the   nature   and   substance   of   each   conference,   phone   call,   or
1  _ILL  ___            -_   _ .---Re  Four  Star  Terminals,
I,12   B.CTh
Art  Shirt

Inc. ,
C.B.C.

Ltd . , Inc.,   30   B.R.
In  re  Do e-Lunstra  Sales  Co

2);
330-31 '
Matter

Matter   of

Bkrt

rp. ,19  B.R.

42   B.R.   419,   426   n.
cy.   D.   Ala.1984);    In   re

318,   320   (Bkrtcy.   E.D.   Pa.-19B?7T
1003,1006   (Bkrtcy.   S.D.

ton   Hardware   Co
C.B.

of   Texas  Gulf   Ind`ust

Inc

ries,   Inc.
osures   s

privilege.     United  States  v.   Hod

11    B.R.    326,
E.D.   Mich.1981);

4   B.C.D.    at   191
attorney-client

privilege  implications.    Fees  paid  for  legal  work  and  the  general
__  _   -      _ _  -_ -``-1     ----,, +

nature  of  legal  work  performed  do  not  constitute  a  confidential
communication  and  are,   therefore,   outside  the  attorney-client
_._i  __£  1   _  _  _              ,,..,     _ .        -

492   F.2d   1175,1175   (loth
in  from  excessive  "lumping"Cir.1974).

Keen   Ente

1 cants  s

Inc. ,

ra _  _  _ _ ---       __`"I-.`=of  several  services  under  one  time  entry.     It  is  difficult  for
the   court   to  determine   from   such   entries  the  amount  of  time
actually  allocated  to  each  specific  task.    See  Cohen  &  Thiros  v.

±!±p=±,   44  B.R.  =r 51-3-,   Iri  reiT5ie
h-ur-cfi,   39

rprises,
lverance  Eva

;   In  re  Art
In  re  Horn

•,   Inc.
&Har art  Bak

Rusk Inc.

ftyr=,

B.R.   76.8,   777   (a   rtcy.   E.D.
±±±p__r_=,   30  B.R.   at   322-23;

•. E±|P:±^.. ^30  P.R.   at  940;   In  re
2   B.R._    at   210;

rtcy.  D.   Mass.   19
B.R.    826,    836    (Bkrtcy.   D.   Mass.1981).
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Billin ment.      It is   a   familiar  practice   for   law  firms  to
make   certain   billing   adjustments   and   exclude   time   for   unpro-

ductive    efforts.        Attorneys    requesting    compensation    under

Sections   330   and   331   should  take  heed  of  the  advice  given  by  the

Supreme    Court    in    Hensle Eckerhart .  £j±p[±,    and   exercise
"billing   judgment"   when   applying   to   the  Court   for  allowance  of

fees   in  the  same  Tnanner  that  they  use   such  judgment  when  present-

ing   bills   to   their   clients.      The  Court  ,offers   the   following

guidelines  to  fee  applicants  as  to    the   appropriate   exercise   of

billing   judgment   in   bankruptcy   cases.-   30     When  .more   than   one

attorney  attends  a  hearing,   unless  each  actively  participates,   no

fee   or   a   reduced   fee   should   be   sought   for   non-participat`ing

counsel. See    ITn ro   Products Inc.   v.   81 Ock

1397    (D.D.C.1983),    rev'd   without

Cir.1984);    In   re   Erewhc)n Inc.,

569   F.   Supp.    1389,

epi±±£±,   737   F.2d   i206   tD.c.

E!ip££i   21   B.R.   at   85.   Non-legal
work   performed   by   a   lawyer   which   could   have   been  performed  by

less   costly  non-legal  employees  should  command   a  lesser  rate.   See

Inre Anthracite Coal Antitrust
(M.D.    Pa.1979);         In    re

I, i t i
Auto-Train

gation 81    F.R.D.    499,    510

15     B.R.     160,     162

(Bkrtcy.   D.I).C.1984).   Unproductive   travel   time   should   also  be

billed   at   a   reduced   rate.

30

Concerned Veterans   v.

See   In
__   ___ re   Four  Star Terminals Inc. ,

The  fee. application  should  state  the  number  of  hours  excluded  and
the   reason   for   the   exclusion.     5s£  National   Association  of
rlr\rt^a---A    I,-L-____    __       -Secretar
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E±±PE±i   42   B.R.   at   437;      |n re  Global International Airwa
38   B.R.    440,    445    (Bkrtcy.    W.D.    Mo.1984);    In   re   lnt

Coins   a Currenc Inc,

D.    Vt.1982.).      Cf.

Cuomo

S,   Inc,

ernational
22   B.R.    127,130,    7   C.B.C.2d   163    (Bkrtcy.

Societ GOod  will to  Retarded Children
574   F.    Supp.    994,    997-98    (E.D.   N.Y.1983),   vacated

V.

737
F.2d   1253    (2d   Cir.1984)    (time   spent   in   transit   Tnay   be   bene-

`fi-cial,   but. -is  not  as  productive  as  time   spe.nt   at   the   office   or

in   court).      This   Court   will   permit   professionals   reasonable

compensation  for  time  spent  in  preparing   their   fee   applications

because   it   believes   accurate  and  detailed  applications  prepared

in   accordance   with   the   Bankruptcy   Code   and   Rules   aid   in   the

administration   of   the   case   and   do   more   than   serve   the   self-

interest   of   the  person   seeking   fees.     See  Rose

v.   Howard

Evan

Pass   Mines Inc,
615   F.2d   1088    (5th   Cir.1980);    In   re

stic   Church S upra
Bible Deliverance

39   B.R.    at   774-75,    In

£E±l±iEfll±9£±S±+±=±±lLg±£±,9B.R.841,
618    (Bkrtcy.   N.D.   Ala.),   modified

Contra

cert .
In re   THC   Fin ncial

denied Tanaka  v.

re   Warrior

848-49,    7   B.C.D.

18   B.R.    684    (N.I).    Ala.1981)..

659   F.2d   951    (9th   Cir.1981),

Creditor§' Committee #1,    456   u.s.
977,102    S.    Ct.    2244,    721,.    Ed.     2d    852    (1982);        In

Associates Inc.

Liberal Market

re   Hotel
28   B.R.   332    (Bkrtcy.   E.D.   Pa.1983);   Matter   of

Inc,

Ohio,1982);   Matter   of

24    B.R.    653,    9    B.C.D.    1216    (Bkrtcy.   S.D.

Seatrain Lines,   Inc.

-59-
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I,

S.D.    N.Y.1982);    In   re Pacific Homes
C.D.   Cal.1982).      However,   it  would  be  appropriate  to  bill   this

at  a  reduced  rate.

20   a.R.    729,    738    (Bkrtcy.

Some     courts    have    held     that     "routine     and    ministerial

services,"   i=i,   telephone   conversations,   correspondence   and

attending   meetings,   should   be   compensated  at   a  lower  rate  than
"truly     legal      services"      such      as      litigation,      settlement

negotiations,   research,   and  document  drafting.    g±,  EL.

of   Perk auf Inc,

reSa Olin   pai nts,   Inc.

Matter
42   B.R.    852,    858    (Bkrtcy.    S.D.    N.¥.   -1984);    In

38   B.R.    807,    811,    11    B.C.D.    875,    Bankr.

L.    Rep.     (CCH)    ||69,808,10   C.B.C.2d   833    (Bkrtcy.    a.D.    N.Y.1984);

Matter   of Minton Grou Inc,
(Bkrtcy.    S.D.    N.Y.1983);

B.a.    591,    591-92    (Bkrtcy.

33    B.R.     38,     41,10    B.C.D.1233

Matter  of Dee ' s Resort Wear

M.D.    Fla.1982);    In   re   Do

±±±±i£9:Pi.  £±±EE±.   19  B.R.   at   1003;   In  re

E±±E=±i    11    B.R.    at    331.    In    this

Inc, 25

1e-IJunS

Harnilton Hardware

tra

Court's   view,    this   is   an   un
warranted   distinction,   which   is   contrary   to   the   fundamental

notion   that   counsel   should   be   encouraged   to   resolve   matters

informally  whenever  possible   in  order  to  avoid  costly  litigation.

The  debtor   contends   that   Teitelbaum   &   Gamberg   "overused"

senior   partners,   who   performed   services  which  presumably  could

and   should   have   been   rendered   by   associates   or   paralegals   at
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lower   rates.     Its   assertion  is  predicated  on  the  bare  fact  that
"eighty-four    percent    of    Teitelbaum    a     [Gamberg's]     billings

represent   partner  time   at  maximum  rates."     Memorandum  in  Support

of  Objection  to  Fee  Application  at   18.     In  view  of  the   fact   that

no   evidence   has   been   of fered   to   challenge   the   number  of  hours

expended   or   that   the   services
.__ihandled,   the  Court  rejects  the  debtor's  invitation  to  reduce  the

fee   on   this   basis   alone.   The   Court   agree,s   with   the   following

analysis   of   the  District   Court   for   the  District  of  Columbia  in

were   otherwise    inef ficieptly

±E£££LILE£E!E±!££±J±E±jES-
(D.D.C.1983),    aff'd

(D.C.   Cir.1984):
± 'EiE± ±

572    F.     Supp.     354,     366,

remanded iE  E£E£.   746   F.2d   4 .

This   Court   concludes   that   the   allocation  of
responsibility  between   partners,   associates   and
paralegals  with  respect  to  most  tasks   is   a  function
of   many   variables   and   that   there   is   no   uniform
approach   that  applies   in  all   instances.     "It   is  an
inherent  part  of  an  attorney's   tasks   to  determine
What    tvDe.a    f`f    ,av^^-L:__     _.        -_   .

___.._   r...   vL   au   dccorney'S   tasks   to   determine
what   types   of   expertise   should  be  brought  to  bear

#:ca.:.:.i-,;.a;..;i,-i;:;`i::;';`;`a:-i:.::f:::;4'     1983) and   "[a]bsen-t    -;Mare_-._--``     .,      +JU3  I      aT.

.misallocation   of   resources,
1ng   to   Second-c)be.c:.c=    rr`iin-^11-

__.y...LUH   uL   resources,   this   court   is
to  second-gdess   counsel's   judgment."     Id.

clear
unwill

(Footnote  omitted).

E¥E£±±S±.      The  fee  application  should  include  a  detailed  list  of
expenses   for   which  reimbursement   is   sought,   including  date,   type

and   aTnount.       Expenses   must   be   actual,   not   estimates.      In   re

-,  14  B.R.  615,
U.ndocument.ed   expenses  will   not   be   allowed.     See

_,

617,    5   C.B.C.2d   106    (Bkrtcy.    E.D   Va.1981).

In re   G.W.C.
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Financial &   Insurance Services Inc.
C.B.C.2d    529        (Bkrtcy.    C.D.    Gal.1981).        There    exists    some

disagreement    among    the    courts    as    to    which    expenses    may    be

properly   charged   to  the   debtor's   estate   and   which   are   normal

overhead  expenses   included   in  the  firm's  billing  rates.   Overhead,

for   the   purpose   of   determining  reirnbursable   costs   in  bankruptcy

cases,   includes  all  continuous  administrative  or  general  costs  or

expenses   incident   to   the   operation  of  the  firm  which   cannot  be

attributed   to   a  particular   client   or   case.      The   term   is   not

definable   with   exact   precision,   but  may  be  exemplified  by  such

items  as  rent,   taxes,   insurance,   lighting   ,   heating,   and   other

office   expenses,   including   secretarial   services.     While   some

courts  have  disallowed     charges   for  meals,3l     word  processing,32

messenger  service,33     taxi   fares   and  parking,34     photocopying   and

postage35    express  mail  services,36    and  legal  computer  costs37    it

In  re  sa

32

33

34

35

Olin  pain ts,  Inc.

Id.I

In  re  cit

Inre

Planners   &

Coconut

8   B.R.    122,    7   B.C.D.    log,    3

38   B.R.   807,11   B.C.I).   875,   Bankr.   L.
2  r   .i   011   ,-,. -_-_-_ '  -,   uC|1\^L  ,    I

C.B.C.2d   833    (Ekrtcy.    E.D.   N.Y.1984).

Develo

Grove   Ba

rs,   Inc,

Ore,   Inc,

I   ¥PE±.   5   B.R.   at   219.

33   B.R.    194,    195    (Bkrtcy.EngEnga'rd4aLr
-62-
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seems   appropriate   to   this   Court   to   allow  such  costs  in  view  of

the  practice  within  the  profession  of   billing   them  to  regular

clients.      Disallowance   of   such   costs   would   likely   result   in

increased  hourly  billing  rates,   probably  at  a  greater   expense   to

debtors'   estates.

ections to   Fee uests
provides   that   a  notice   of  hearing   include  a  statement  that  the

relief  requested  may  be  granted  without  an  actual  hearing   unless

timely  objection   is   made.     This   rule  has  no  application  to  fee

requests.     Where  no  objections  are  raised   to   a   fee   request,   the

Court   is   not   bound   to   award  the  fee  as  prayed.     The  Court  has   a

duty,   regardless  of  whether   objections   are   filed,   to  determine
LL_

.       Iiocal   Rule   27(d)    of   this   Court

the  reasonableness  of  all   fee  requests.38     In  re

36

37

38

Ti5kiEifaFiffffiiiEFFf:EfiEfiEil±:z¥±

Inre FOur Star
B.R.    768,    778

fa:,E¥
Oratio

|Sapprov

Subcomm

Terminal
;In res

s,   ±nc.
eDe

'   38   B.R.   at
note  36,   at
R.    at   196.

|n9

Watson Seafood   &

37    B.R.    813,    823

.  42  B.R.   419,   427  n.I   (Bkrtcy.   D.gnp:.39
816;   In   re  C
823;
Cf.___  _ _16    B.a.    J6tr'

billing  of  part

The  approval  of attorneys'
to be essentially judicial
is   unopposed.     See  Hearin

On    lm
On    the 1Clar

itize
EE.=EiDiPliE=illHprE=EEHiEfi=EiEfiuimFEm="iEidi,

--,-    JL  _`ner  time  for-Lexis

Mac

research ) .

fees  in bankruptcy cases  is  considered
in nature,  even  though  the  application
E#]€iifff,¥^E¥±2jap Before theE- EHr5erfeng.,
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''

Poultr Inc,

re   Werth

Crutcher

40   B.R.    436,    438    (Bkrtcy.    E.D.    N.C.1984);    In

32     B.R.     442,     444

Transfer  I.i ne,   Inc

(Bkrtcy.    D.    Colo.1983);     In    re

20   B.R.    705,    710    (Bkrtcy.   W.D.    Ky.

1982)i   Matter   of Hamilton Hardware CO.,    Inc, Supra 11   B.R.    at
329.39     The   Court   is   familiar   with   fees   charged   in   the   legal

profession  and  is  experienced  at  evaluating  the  quality  of   legal

work.      Therefore.,   no  expert   opinion   evidence   is   needed  on  the

Issue,   though   such   evidence   may   be   receijed.

Colonial  Cor .   of  America
See  In  re  First____

544   F.2d   1291,1300    (5th   Cir.1977).

An  objection   to   a   fee   request  is  a  contested  matter  within

the  meaning   of  Bankruptcy  Rule   9014   and   the   fee  opponent  may  have

the   opportunity   to   request   discovery.     See  Stolkin

472    F.2d    222,    228    (7th   Cir.1973).

39

application.     See  In  re  Under

v.   Nachman

The  Court   would   suggest   and

(Prepared  Statement  of  Harold  Marsh,  Jr. ,  Chairman,  Commission on
the  Bankruptcy  Laws  of  the   United  States).

Most   fee   applications   are   unopposed.      Attorneys   have   been
traditionally  reluctant   to  question  another  attornev'e   faa
a--I i --I--. __         -         _ attorney's   fee

round
735,   736   -(-Bkrtcy.
often  invite  re

S.D.
Utilities

F, i a .
Construction

Ion
CO.,
stoEEC_:.t   13   B.R.   73gH'reque;t; _,---_-,,-+,+~+.c   Lc|ut:bLs   Olcen   Invite   retaliation,   as   is  apparently  the

:i:::t.:::r];n  P,r,esaenbt  C.aLse,..^±   Matter of Hamilton_ Hardware co. .Epfi.  ±±±E=±.  -11  B.R.   at  3-3o=
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.,',
'

F=

urge   that   attorneys  who   challenge   fee   applications  do  so  in  a

discreet   and  professionally  courteous  manner.       Objections   should

be    as    specific    as    possible    and    generalized    and    conclusory

statements  that   the  applicant   is  seeking   too   high   a   fee,   unsup-

ported   by   averments  that  challenge  certain  hours   as  excessive  or

the  like,   will  not  justify  a  fee  reduction.

The. Standard

Code.

for   Det

The   basic

erminin Awards Under the   Bankru
statutory   authority  governing   allowances   of

compensation   to  professional   persons   for   services  rendered   in

bankruptcy  cases   is   set   forth   in   Section   330.      That   provision

authorizes  the  Court  to  award  reasonable  compensation  for  actual,

necessary  services  rendered  based  on  the  nature,   the   extent,   and

the   value   of   such  services,   the   time  spent  on   such  services,   and

the   cost   of   comparable   services   in   a   nonbankruptcy   case.    11

U.'S.C.    §330(a)(I).      No   attempt   is   made   to  define   "reasonable,"

"actualr   "necessary,"  or  the  scope  of  compensable  professional

"servicesY   or   to   Suggest   what   types  of  nonbankruptcy  services

are "comparable. " gi iEEifiEigr'
i!EE±.      5   B.R.   at   219.      Inasmuch   as  these  terms  are  not  defined

in  the  Code  and  are  all  more  or  less  subjective,   the  search   for  a

set   of   objective   criteria   has   led   most   courts   to   adopt   an

hours-based    approach    to    setting    fees.       The    hours-based    or
"lodestar"   .approach  begins  with  multiplying   a   reasonable   hourly

rate  by  the  number  of  hours  reasonably  expended.     This  .lodestar-

-65-



fee  represents  an  "initial  estimate,I  Hensle

103   S.    Ct.

other  factors  to

In   re  y

Eckerhart
at   1939,   which   is     then  adjusted   to  take   into  account

ermakov

IndustrieS,   Inc,

Termina Inc.

Trans Inc.

th'erb  I Iri

Nor-Les

'  apEE±'

arrive  at  the  ultimate  fee  allowance.    ± ir,
718   F.2d    1465,1471    (9th   Cir.1983);In   re

43   B.R.    468,    472    (D.D.C.1984);    In   re

•    i!±EE£.    42    B.R.    at    430j    Matter

dustri

Sales

42   B.R.

al   Bankin

Inc,
1983);   -In   re Chou-Ch

W.D.    Ky.1983);    In   re

755.It   is

FOur

Of    Da

Star

20,   23   (Bkrtcy.   E.D.   N.Y.1984);    In   re

EEPEfi   41   B.R.   at   612:   Matter
32   B.R.    900;    902-03    (Bkrtcy.   E.D.   Mich.

Ch ern i a a I S,   Inc.

Casco   Ba

31   B.R.    842,    847    (Bkrtcy.

Lines Inc.
plain  to  see  that  hours  alone  are  a

fixing  professional

Interna tion al   Coins

compensation   in  bankruptcy

a   Curren Cy,   Inc,'    26   B.R.
780   (Bkrtcy.   D.   Vt.1982),   the   court   stated:

'  ±||Pfip=±'   25   B.R.   at

false  criteria  for

cases.40     In   In   re

256,    262,    C.B.C.2d

Undue  emphasis  on  the  factor  of  time   fails   to
acknowledge   the  fact  that  skill  and  experience  may
accomplish  much   in  a  short  period  of  time.     It  also
ignores  the  fact  that  some  services  are  routine  and
ordinary  while  others   involve  complex  and  difficult
issues.

40

_   ----.--- I-+r  iuut=  carries  with  itInherent  danger  that  attorneys may  come  to  be  regarded  as  "hou
employees, .  rather than professionals whose compensation  i§ ba

3?Ra.n6u83:r6°of5:a:t°Br.Sc..D¥]±3t££i=S±±±L:±=±g:±±±±±±±±±±±±=i'
a-R_r    ,i    ,^1o        ,-,.

One  coi]rt  has  noted  that  the  Bankruptcy  Code  carries  with  it  the
inherent  danger  that  attornoue  Tr`]w  ^^--iL-.

rly
sea

rp.,   20_    _ ,....    Lu7,   Danj{r.   I.   Rep.    (CCH)   q
(Bkrtc¥..EE:D:]V£:.199?I.   ff!   Miller
Tnr 515   F.2d   241,    2Z2'(gEi

-       h_   _       ,               ,             _   __nmechanicalY   becau

C.B.C.2d    1028
Int ernat ion al'   Inc,

approac
decision  to |S _____-'    .,`|quoc   I"an  exercise  in  ml]ltiplication.).
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The   factors   set   forth   in  Section  330   are  not  exhaustive.     In  re

Garland _i
8   B.R.    826,    829    (Bkrtcy.   D.    Mass.1981).       COLLIER

notes   that   -[t]he  only  significant  departure  from  prior  law  with

respect   to   the   factors   involved   in   determining   a   reasonable

coTnpensation    is    the   abandonment   of   the   strict   principle   of

econoTny.     In  other  respects,   the  criteria  are  the  saJne   and   prior

c.ase   law   remaihs   relevant.n      2   COLLIER   ON   BANKRUPTCY   ||330.05[2],

at   330-20   (15th   ed.1984).

The   Tenth   Circuit   has   adopted   the   twelve   well-recognized

factors   enunciated   in   John.ann   v     [a^-~-.-' .-..

488   F.2d   714    (5th   Cir.
ii=====:i=i:==:±il±±=±±gpJ!±!Z-

1974

of   court   awarded   attorneys'

546,    552    (loth   Cir.1983);

E2£.   649   F.2d   763   (loth  Cir.

F.2d   875   (loth   Cir.),   Battle

1980);   Francia

Hensle

),for  determining  the  reasonableness

fees.  se  Bin_9s  v.
Matter   of

IJ amm

Permian Anchor

'  713    F.2d

Services
198l)i   Salone United  s

v.   Anders

V.   White

V.    Ecke rhart

tates 645

614   F.2d   251    (loth   Cir.

594   F.2d   778,   782    (loth   Cir.1979).      Cf.

J   £IipLE±.   The   Johnson case   has  gained  wide
recognition    and    is    relied   on    by   many    courts    in   making    fee

allowances    under    the    Bankruptcy    Code.        I    W.    Norton,    NORTON

BANKRUPTCY   I.AW   AND   PRACTICE   tll3.30,    at   pt.13-p.52    (1981).       The   12

nJohnson  Factors"   are:
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10.,
il.

12.

The  time  and  labor  required.

!£:n:¥:iEyra:gu€:ffft±ecut:±epse:£o::e
Properly.
The   preclusion  of  other  employment
to  acceptance  of  the  case.
The  customary  fee.

Question.
the    legal    service

by  the  attorney  due

Whether  the  fee  is  fixed  or  contingent.
Time  limitations   imposed  by  the  client.
The  amount   involved   and  the  results  obtained.
The     experience,     reputation     and     ability     of     the
attorneys.
The  undesirability  of  the  case.
The  nature  and  length  of  the  prof;ssional   relationship
with  the  client.
Awards   in  similar  cases.

Commenting    on    the    usef ulness    of    the    Johnson

Bankruptcy  Appellate  Panel  for  the  First
factors,    the

Circuit  stated:   "In  the
practical   sense,   however,   the  delineation  of  twelve   rubrics   does

little    to    assist    in    the    trial    court'§    determination    of    a

reasonable   fee   allowance.n   In

747,    754    (Bkrtcy.    App.    Pan.
re   Casco  8ay  Line S,    Inc. 25    B.R.

lst   Cir.1982).      The   Tenth   Circuit
echoed   this   view:      "[W]hile   the   factors   set   out   in  Johnson

useful,   some   are   seldom   applicable   and  none
'simply  to  articulate  those  twelve  factors   .   .

judge."   Ramos

are
is   self-actuating:

.   does   not   itself
conjure  up  a  reasonable  dollar  figure  in  the  mind  of  the  district

V.    I,amm

I)etroit V. Grimnel

Johnson

•   E|iEE3.   713   F.2d   at   552.      Accord   ci
yof

EE2=.    495   F.2d   448,    470    (2d   Cir.    |974).

In  general,   the  statutory  factors  under  Section  330  and   the

factors   consist  of   three   components:     (u   the  quantity
-          _ _ _ _Ifactor,   comprised  of  documented  time  at  customary  billing  rates;
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(2)    the   quality   factor,    comprised   of   the   competency   of   the

representation,   taking  into  account  the  novelty  arid  difficulty  of

the   issues   presented,   the  skill  required,   time  constraints,   and

the  personal  qualifications  of  the  applicant;   and   (3)   the   result

factor,   comprised  of  the  actual   results  achieved   in  the  case.   See

In  re  pen

Eckerhart

n-Dixie Industri es,   Inc. 18   B.R.    834,    838-39,    8   B.C.D`.

1134       (Bkrtcy.    S.D.N.Y.1982);    I   W.    Norton,    NORTON   BANKRUPTCY   LAW

AND          PRACTICE      §13.30,      at     pt.      13-     p.53      (1981);      Butenas,

"Establishing   Attorney's   Fees   Under  the  New  Bankruptcy  Code,   37

:::__:.us..Law   77,   79   (1981).      The  Supreme  Court,   in  Ei±
instructed  courts  to  start  by  multiplying  theSu

hours   reasonably   spent   by   a   reasonable   hourly   rate,   and  then,

where   appropriate,   to   apply   the   Johnson
factors  to  increase  or

decrease  this   "initial  estimate.n     Ei,103  S.   Ct.   at   1939.

It   is   necessary   to  expand   briefly  on   the  question  of  the
"result"   factor   in   fixing   allowances   of  professional   compens-

ation.     The  standard  governing   allowance  of  fees   under  the  former

Bankruptcy  Act   and   related   Rules  of  Bankruptcy   Procedure,   whic!`

emphasised   conservation   of   the   estate   and   economy   of   admini-

stration,   was  replaced  with  one  designed  to  be  generous  enough  to

attract   professional   persons   o£ the   highest   ability   to   the
practice   of   bankruptcy   law.     ±  COLLIER  ON   BANKRUPTCY  q330.02,

at   330ri   (.15th  ed.   1984L     Congress  substituted   "reasonableness"

and   "actual*  and   "necessary"   for  "benefits  conferred.  as  the  test
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estate.     See  InLL-==  I-

for   fee   allowances   under   the  Code.     Hours  Tnay  be   reasonably  and

necessarily  spent  and,   therefore,   be   compensable   under   Section

330   even   though   the  ef fort   did   not   result   in   a  benefit  to  the

re  Casco Lines
Grist

I   E!|B£31   25   B.R.   at   756;    In   re
i  ±!±E=±  note  6.   at  6-7).41  i  ||

Jrequiring   "substantial   contribution"   in  order  to  be  compensable).

In  this  Courtts  view,   a  result-based  analysis  of   fee   requests

under   Sections   330   and   331   should  be  appli,ed  primarily   in  cases

in  which  a   "bonus"  or   `premium"   fee  is   sought   for   extraordinary
---,, 1 I _       -results.     See

Matter Of

tJ.S.C.   §503(b)    (explicitly

ELEe_£±:£e_±±rLEi±Ln, ±,  25  B.R.  at  747;
Aminex Oration

(Bkrtcy.    S.D.    N.Y.1981);      In   re

Co. Inc.

15    B.R.    356,    362,    5   C.a.C.2d   155

Warrior  D
9    B.R.    841,    7    B.C.D.

£is±.    18   a.R.    684,    8   B.C.D.   78|

V.    Eck erhart

rilli ng   a   En gineerin
618       (Bkrtcy.N.D.   Ala.),   modi-

(N.D.   Aia.   ig8l)..     gi  pep_sl
•    EE±EEEr    461    U.S.    at      424       ("excellent    results"

warrants   a   "fully   compensatory   fee"   and   an   "enhanced   award"

requires   "exceptional   §uceess").

Reexam inat ion   of Fee   Awa rds
application   to   the   Court   for   reimbursement   and   compensation,

subjecting   the   award   to   amendment   or  modification   at   any   time

41

one   act.orney.
Conn.),   vacated

.     Section  331   contemplates  repeated

:::;sst::reemi:s::::;:Si::::;rep:a:r:tnl:Ctu±ldfafr:;::et:::to:r:§§;£:::.¢i_±±::
nn6   a++ ----.- if lerent  times  or  by  m6£eiEEf

d.    58E    p      a ,,--, ^J       ___585   F.    Supp.    684,   687    (D.
_     _I    .''-I +    LLJat

r`i,~        1  ^^J\d   Cir.1984).
rag   v.
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during  the  pendency  of  the  bankruptcy  case.     In  re  Call

F.2d    305,    306
ister 673

(loth   Cir.1982).    Interim   fee   awards   are   dis-
1

cretionary,   and   subject  to   ree+amination   and   adjustment   during

the  course  of   the   case.     ±)   They  are  "tentative,   informal  or

incomplete"   and,   hence,   interlocutory.     ±    The  Court  may  review

the   case   at

obtained   in

Rubber CO,

Penns

its   conclusion   and   take   into   account   the   results

making   a  final   allowance.   Matter  of

19

|vania

Ohio   1980).

Mansfield Tire   &
B.R.125,127   (Bkrtcy.   N.D.   'Ohio   1981);   Matter   of

Tire   & Rubber CO. 19    B.R.    124,    125    (Bkrtcy.   N.D.

DECISION

Have   spoken  to  the   issues  raised  by  these  fee   applications,

and   identified  the  factors   to  be  taken  into  account   in  making   an

allowance,      the   Court   now   tarns   to   each   of   the   applications

presented   for   consideration.      After   a   complete   and   thorough

review  of  each   application,   the   Court   renders   its  decision   as

follows.

|ication Of   Roe   & FOwler

The   attorneys'   and  paraprofessional's  time   claiTned  has  been

adequately. documented   and  was   actually  and  necessarily   expended.

Reasonable   billing   judgment   has   been   exercised   and   the   fees
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sought   are   comparable   to  those  billed  to  and  paid  by  clients   in

cases  other  than  under  Title   11.      The   fees   shall   be   allowed   as

prayed.       The   largest    item
_--I -.``--O     I =

$2,101.08   for   .travel  expenses.n     The  Court   finds   that   there   is

insufficient   documentation   to  support   reiTnbursernent   of  $2,10loo8

for   these   expenditures.   Ihe   Court   should   not   be   required   to

speculate  about  the  nature  of  such  entries.     Upon  submission  of  a

supplemental     application     containing     a     detailed     list     of

applicant's   travel   exper]ses,   the  Court  will  make   an  appropriate

award .

among   Roe    &    Fowler's    expenses    is

£EBli±±±iep_gi±i±±kE+iJE±

There   has   been   no  deJnonstrable   benef it   to  the  estate  as   a

result  of  the  prepetition   services   rendered   by   Teitelbaum   and

Gamberg   on   behalf   of   the   unofficial   creditors'   committee.     The

prepetition   services    for   which    coJTlpensation    is    sought   were

undertaken   for  the  benefit  of  sixteen  creditors  only  and  for  the

purpose    of-    averting    bankruptcy.         Such     services     are     not

compensable   from  the  debtor'§  estate  and  will   be   disallowed.     As

to  the  remainder   of   the   application,   the   Court   f inds   that   the

amount   requested   would   not   have   been   excessive   if   comparable

services   had   been   rendered   to  private   clients.      The   fees   and

costs   as   reqi]ested   by   the   attorneys   are   found   to   have   been

actually  and  necessarily   incurred   as  well
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with   one   exception,   they   shall   be   allowed.      Reimbursement   of

S128.7l   for   "miscellaneous"   expenses   shall   be   considered   upon

submission   of   a   supplemental   application  containing   an  itemized

list  of  those  expenditures.

lication  of Ernst   & Whinne

The   Court  ,f inds   the   time   records   of  ,Ernst   &  Whinney  to  be

adequate   and    its    fees    and    costs   to   have   been    actually   and

necessarily   incurred.      However,   Ernst   a  Whinney            declined   to

respond  to  the  debtor's  objection  that  it  represents   an   interest

adverse   to   the   estate.      The   Court   shall   require  the  accoL]ntant

for  the  creditors'   committee  to  do  so.     All   fees  and  costs  sought

shall   be   denied   at  this   time,   and  Ernst  &  Whinney   is  directed   to

submit  a  memorandum  of  points   and   autriorities   and/or   one   or   more

aff idavits   addressing   the  conflicts  of  interest   issue  raised  by

the   debtor   within   twenty   (20)   days   and   schedule   a   hearing   on

notice   to  parties   in   interest   within   thirty   (30)   days  of  this

memorandum   opinion.

±£Eli£±±±9==i±=±±=iJ-
The  prepetition   accounting   services   and  costs  rendered  to

the  debtor..by  Arthur  Young   and  Company  are  not   compensable   as   an

administrative   expense   under   any  provision  of   the   Bankruptcy
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Code.   Arthur   Young   and   Company   has   an   unsecured   claim  without

priority  for   such   services   and   nothing   more.      The   Court   finds

that   its  postpetition   services  were   actually   and  necessarily

incurred   and   the   amounts   sought    are   reasonable.       Costs   are

suf f iciently   documented   and  would  be   allowable     except   for  $371

for   n[e]mployee  expenses   associated  with  normal   business   expense

reimbursement  policies,"  which  requires  further  explanation.

Arthur  Young   &  Cornpany's   failure  to  disclose  its   status   as   a

prepetition   creditor   in   its    application   for   employment   was

contrary  to  the   requirements  of   Bankruptcy  Rule   20„   and   the

appointment   itself  was   improper  because  the   accountant  was  not   a

disinterested  person.     Had  Arthur   Young   &   Company   disclosed   its

disqualifying   affiliation   with   the   debtor   and   waived  its  pre-

petition  claim   in   the   application   for   employment,   it   would   be

unnecessary   to   consider   denial   of   all    fees    and   costs    as    a

sanction   under  Section  328(c).      In   order   to   give   Arthur   Young   &

Company  an  opportunity  to  be  heard  on  this   issue,   the  Court   shall
J_ _  _  __  _     +I,, I+I Ideny  all  fees  and  costs  to  the  accountant  at  this  time  and  direct

it  to  submit   a  memorandum  of  points  and   authorities  within  twenty

(20)   days  and  schedule  a  hearing  on  notice  to  parties  in  interest

within  thirty   (30)   days  of  this  memorandum  opinion.
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CONCLUSION

The   unmistakable   purpose   of   Section   503(b)    is   to   enable

individual    creditors,     indenture    trustees,    equity    security

holders,   L]nofficial   comTnittees,   and   custodians   to   recover   c(jsts
___,and    expenses     for    professional

accountants,    which
services    of    attorneys    and

were    reasonably    inc,urred    in    aid    of    the
_ _      --       ,LJ Cadministration   of   the  estate  and  which  inured  to  the  benefit  of

the     estate.           Ihe     Congressional      policy     of     encouraging

nonbankruptcy   workouts   does   not  extend  to  allowance  of  fees   and

costs   incurred   in   negotiating   an   unsuccessful   workout   to-be

allowed  as  an  administrative  priority  expense.

The  princ'iple  of  the  Rando |ph  case
_ _ ---- t`-I  LCUfrom  nor  enlarged   upon  by  the  Bankruptcy  Code.   It   establishes  the

right  of  a  prepetition  custodian,   to  the  extent  he  has  preserved

assets  and  conferred  a  benefit  upon  the  estate,   to  seek  allowance

from  the  bankruptcy  court   for  expenses   incurred   when   bankruptcy

supersedes.      It  does  not  appear  from  any  of  the  facts  before   the

Court  that  the   activities   of  the   unofficial   committee   and   its

attorneys   resulted   in  substantial   benefits   to  the  bankruptcy

estate.        The    prepetition    legal    services    rendered    to    the

i]nofficial   creditors'   committee   were   for   the   benefit   of   the

meTnbers   of.   the   committee   and   did   not   confer   a   benefit   on   the
i _ L I          Idebtor's  estate.   Thus,   they  are  not
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estate.   Likewise,   the  prepetition  accounting  services  rendered  to

the   debtor   by   Arthur   Young   &   Company   cannot   be   allowed   as   an

administrative  claim.

Congress   intended  that  market  rates  would  govern  bankruptcy

fee  decisions.     Ibis  was  a  deliberate   break   from   the   arbitrary

limits   placed  on  allowances  by  some  courts.     Section  330  must   be

construed   in   the   light   of   this   Congressional    intent.       When

attorneys   and  other  professionals   from  out   of   state  practice

before    this    Court    and    seek    allowances    of    compensation    and

reimbursement   of   expenses   from  the  debtor's  estate,   they  may  be

allowed  their  customary  billing  rates.

The    Court     f inds    that     the     requests     for     allowance    of

compensation  for  postpetition  services   rendered   by   Teitelbaum   &

Gamberg   and   Roe   &   Fowler   are   reasonable   and  proper  under  Section

330   and,   except   as   set   forth   above,      will   allow   the   amounts

requested   as   an   administrative  expense.     A  further  hearing  mi]st

be  held   to  determine  whether  Ernst   a   Whinney   and   Arthur   Young   &

Company  have   conflicts  of  interest   in  this  case,   and,   if  so,   the

proper  remedial  measure.

Counsel     for    the    debtor     shall    prepare     and     si]bmit     an

appropriate  Order   in   accordance   with   the   foregoing   within   ten

(10,   days.
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DATED  this  fi  day  of  February,   1985.

--Jf=-,¢.i.2:,..--.
JO-H-N   H.    ALI.EN
UNITED    STATES    BANKRUPTCY   JUDGE
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